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A Letter to the Fishkill Community

Key Facts
This fact sheet summarizes key figures and puts the information in context as jurisdictional boundaries do not
adequately describe the realities of the Glenham community. Due to its location in the middle of Dutchess County,
part of the Town of Fishkill, but not of the City of Beacon
or the Village of Fishkill, the service areas span multiple
jurisdictions.
For example, most school-aged children in Glenham attend schools in the City of Beacon. Though there is information readily available at the level of the Town and
Village of Fishkill, as Glenham is a Hamlet and not a statistical area used by the census, demographic information at
that level is not available.

All information comes from 2015 American Community Survey Data.

Site Context
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Executive Summary
Establishing Purpose, Outcome and Process

Understanding Region, Site and Real Estate Market

Established in 1931, the Texaco Research Center, Beacon
(TRCB), was an integral part of historic Hamlet of Glenham until it closed in 2003, following Texaco’s merger with
Chevron. In the years since, Chevron conducted several
environmental studies and cleanup activities, upgraded
Fishkill Creek dam, and engaged with the community to
discuss future redevelopment of the site. The Charrette
Report for Glenham Mills was developed with community
input and is intended to be a resource designed to help
the community, future developers and local government
foster dialogue to shape future redevelopment at the site.
While this report provides a site history and explores future development scenarios, the report does not deliver a
development-ready plan or definite design solution. After
investigating issues such as infrastructure, environmental
impacts, and economic viability, a developer will ultimately advance a specific development proposal. The process
to determine future site uses will include participation by
Chevron, Town of Fishkill officials, state and federal regulatory agencies, any potential buyer(s) and the public. Regardless of what potential redevelopment opportunities
may or may not exist, Chevron is committed to performing
the environmental investigations and remediation necessary to protect human health and the environment.

The regional context of the site is defined by Fishkill
Creek’s watershed and the Hudson River conservation
areas. Fishkill Creek, as one of various tributaries to the
Hudson River, powered grist and sawmills driving the regional economy in the 19th century. The construction of
the Housatonic Railroad in the late 19th century allowed
mills and factories along Fishkill Creek to efficiently transport goods by land. The interstate highway system, built
in the 1960s, spurred suburban residential development.
Given its location in between the City of Beacon and Village of Fishkill, the site benefits from the destinations,
services, parks and open spaces in the neighboring communities. The site is shaped by its natural ecology, geography and topography. The site’s first development dates
to early 1800s when the first mill was constructed. Other
enterprises followed such as the Glenham Manufacturing, Stewart Carpet Mill and McLaren Woolen Companies. Texaco acquired the land for a research center in
1930. Only a few historic buildings remain at the site
today, but the surrounding cultural landscape features
dams, churches and 19th century neighborhoods. The
site is zoned for “planned industrial uses”. Most of the
abutting land is zoned residential with the Beacon Hills
and local historic district to the north and east, except

Panoramic View from TRCB Main Campus (photo taken in July, 2017)
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for two commercially zoned areas on the north-western
edge of the site. The former location of the main campus
is the most suitable for redevelopment. Given its proximity to Beacon, redevelopment of the site provides an
opportunity to capitalize on the recent growth and popularity of Beacon as a creative hub.

Identifying Community Vision and Values
Recognizing the importance of communityengagement, in
2010, Chevron created a Community Advisory Panel (CAP)
to start a dialogue with the local community. In early 2017,
Chevron and the CAP initiated a year-long process of p ublic meetings and workshops. The CAP was expanded into
a Working Group and Chevron assembled a planning and
urban design consultant team to support the group and
organize a multi-day design charrette. Through the design
charrette process, the Working Group expressed support
for ongoing work to address environmental conditions so
the site can be returned to reuse, mixed-use development,
economic growth, protection of open space, especially on
the southside of the creek, and improvement of circulation with redesigned road system and new bridge over the
creek. However, the Working Group also raised questions
about the impact of future redevelopment of the site on
the existing community, specifically on the infrastructure
(sewer, water), traffic, schools and the environment. These
and other impacts will need to be studied further once a
site-specific development plan is being proposed.

Documenting Design Charrette
To provide the Working Group with background information, the consultant team first shared its findings of the
analysis of the regional, local and site conditions. The
charrette process was outlined with input from the Working Group and conducted as a series of events, site visits
and workshops, including mapping, modeling and visioning exercises, in September and October 2017. Participants were given model buildings and asked to arrange
them on a site map. The consultant team designed an exercise to test density to allow participants to gain a better
understanding of density in the context of the site and
site-specific constraints and opportunities. In addition to
density and a mix of uses, the design charrette focused on
possible locations for a bridge over the creek, open space
and conservation and environmental aspects, like the well
located on the site. In addition to housing and schools, the
community identified public facilities and amenities as desired uses, for example indoor and outdoor sports faciliES-2
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ties, trails and picnic areas, and entertainment and retail.
Although the design charrette process was not designed
to reach an agreement on a development plan, it did lead
to shared insights. For instance, it makes sense to arrange
a mix of uses in a higher concentration along Old Glenham Road, connect the new development to the Hamlet
center, align new development with the existing road pattern, locate higher building on lower lying land to prevent
obstruction of views of the creek and woods, position a
new bridge to enter in the middle of the former campus,
and minimize development on the former church parcel.

Exploring Development Scenarios
With the outcomes of the design charrette, the consultant
team has further explored three development scenarios
using a density of four housing units per acre as a base
line. This prototypical density was deemed reasonable given the market conditions and site constraints and opportunities. The consultant team considered this a medium
level of density. The exploration focused on possible redevelopment of the former campus, north of the creek and
identifies different configuration of uses on the site. During the design charrette, the community discussed ways
to conserve the natural landscape south of the creek; a
scenario without development on the south 93 was also
included. The outcomes of the design charrette and subsequent exploration of the various development scenarios
have informed the guiding principles for future redevelopment: address environmental conditions in order to return the site back to reuse, protect substantial areas of the
site for dedicated conservation and public use, extend the
economic base for the Town of Fishkill and surrounding
communities by introducing a new village center, enable
a wide array of public infrastructure improvements with
impact reaching beyond the footprint of the site, propose
a development strategy that respects and complements
the scale and character of the surrounding community
and harness existing site resources into a comprehensive
sustainable development approach.

Considering Community Benefits and Impacts
The consultant team has assumed development of a scale
that would support investment in facilities for the benefit
of the broader Beacon and Fishkill communities and expects the market to support a community oriented mixeduse development. Developers will recognize the value of
public improvements and the community and elected
officials may want to consider strategies to support in-

A Comprehensive
Sustainable
Development
Approach

A Clean and
Safe Site
Returned to
the Community

Improved
Roads and
a New Bridge

cluding public amenities as part of the new development.
Ultimately, this is about balancing the needs of the local
community and the developer’s objectives, and to align
the scale of development with the capacity of the physical infrastructure that serves it. Elsewhere, jurisdictions
have established legislation which makes allowable development dependent on the capacity of infrastructure. This
is a particularly effective way of managing development
growth. The scale of development, coupled with its potential significance to the local economy, makes the Glenham
Mills an excellent candidate for a variety of State, regional,
and local benefit programs. For example, Tax Increment
Financing (TIF), a mechanism to leverage the value of future tax proceeds of a project to secure a bond (a publicly
backed loan) for upfront funding for improvements serving a common good. The consultant team recommends
exploring these avenues once a developer is on board and
the proposed project is further developed. Chevron and
its consultants have proceeded over the past year to guide
a discussion about community interest and the develop-

A Network of
Walking and
Biking Trails

100 acres

of Protected
Open Space

ment solutions to support them. The guiding principles
and implementation strategies identified in the report can
provide an effective tool for the community to ensure this
accountability.

Establishing Next Steps
Next steps for Chevron are to continue community engagement, perform ongoing environmental assessment,
and to attract a buyer/developer by promoting the development potential of the site. It is critical that the local
community stays involved and advocate for community-based planning. To ensure that future development will
generate the desired community benefits, the community
may want to consider adoption of the guiding principles
identified in the charrette report and establish a road map
for ongoing planning efforts. A developer will need to create a site-specific development plan, and determine the
impact of the proposed development for public review, in
order to obtain the necessary public approvals.
Executive Summary
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List of Abbreviations
Abbreviation		

Explanation

ACM			

Asbestos containing material

ADA			

Americans with Disabilities Act

CAMP			

Community Air Monitoring Program

CAP			

Community Advisory Panel

DPW 			

Department of Public Works

FAR			

Floor Area Ratio

FEMA			

Federal Emergency Management Agency

Ftprnt			Building Footprint
GIS			

Geographic Information Systems

GSF			

Gross Square Feet

ISS 			

Industrial Sewer System

LOR			

Letter of Responsibility

MTA			

Metropolitan Transpiration Authority

NHD			

National Hydrography Dataset

NSF			

Net Square Feet

NYS DOT		

New York State Department of Transportation

NYSDEC			

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation

NYSDOH		

New York State Department of Health

NYSDOL			

New York State Department of Labor

NYSOPRHP		

New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation

OU			

Operable Units

RCRA 			

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

ROD			

Record of Decision

SF			Square Feet
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TIF			

Tax Increment Financing

TRCB			

Texaco Research Center, Beacon

USEPA			

United States Environmental Protection Agency
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Section 1: Project Understanding
This section of the report describes findings of regional, site, real estate
marketing and program development analysis.
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1.1 Understanding the Region
Great neighborhoods and villages feature a variety of
building types and street scenes with varied character that
differs from center to edge. For a neighborhood or village
to be well integrated into the existing fabric of the community, it is critical to understand the regional context.
This includes regional patterns in geology, topography, and
hydrology, land use, and infrastructure. The following section summarizes the regional context of the former Texaco
Research Center, Beacon.

Geographic & Ecological Context
Regional Geology & Topography: The site lies within
Dutchess County, NY, on the eastern side of the Hudson
River in the Mid-Hudson Valley, nestled against the northern foothills of the Hudson Highlands. Steep, glacially-sculpted topography, mountains, and exposed bedrock
define much of the surrounding area, with hilltops at elevations between 500 and 1500 feet above sea level. Most
populated areas are in flatter, lower-lying valleys and lowlands, characterized by deposits of sandy or gravelly soils.
This includes the Fishkill Creek/ Sprout Creek Valley, where

the Hamlet of Glenham and the Chevron site are located
on low hills of glacial till.
Much of the topography in Dutchess County exhibits a pattern of ridges and valleys running roughly southwest to
northeast. This pattern is, in part, the result of moraines
left along the southeastern toe of the retreating Laurentide
ice sheet, which helped carve the Hudson River Valley. Approximately 20,000 years ago, this ice sheet extended from
Canada as far south as Long Island1. Another factor in this
pattern of ridges and valleys are series of very old, largely
inactive folds and faults running southwest to northeast.
Watershed Hydrology and Floodplains: Most of Dutchess County drains into the Hudson River, either directly
or through tributary streams. Its watershed covers 193
square miles, the majority of which is forest, suburban
residential, or agricultural land.
The site is located in the western portion of the Wiccopee
Creek-Fishkill Creek watershed. Fishkill Creek, which bisects the site, is the site’s main water body and collector
1

Project Site

Dutchess County Natural Resource Inventory, 2010

Project Site

Glaciers and faults have sculpted a pattern of ridges and valleys running roughly southwest to northeast.
(maps from Dutchess County Natural Resource Inventory)
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of stormwater. Fishkill Creek is a tributary of the Hudson
River, running 33 miles in length through Dutchess County in the Mid-Hudson Valley. Fishkill Creek's 193-squaremile watershed is the second largest in Dutchess County
after Wappinger Creek to the north. It includes almost
the entire area of the Towns of Beekman and Union Vale,
large portions of East Fishkill and Fishkill, sections of LaGrange and Wappinger, and small areas in Pleasant Valley
and Washington.
In Putnam County, the largest town represented in the
watershed is Philipstown, whose northwestern section
(the Clove Creek watershed) drains into Fishkill Creek. A
small portion of the Fishkill Creek watershed is in Kent,
with an even smaller portion in Putnam Valley, which
marks the watershed's southernmost point. Fishkill

Creek’s most significant tributary is Sprout Creek, which
joins Fishkill Creek upstream of the Chevron site2. The
creek has several dams, which makes it unnavigable and
prevents fish from moving upstream. The dam in Glenham
was built to power the textile mill which occupied the site
during the 19th Century, and was later used by Texaco for
hydroelectric power in the 20th Century.
Regional Ecology: Dutchess County has high levels of
biodiversity relative to the rest of New York State. An
abundant variety of animal and plant species coexist
throughout several habitat types in the area. The region
has large areas of uninterrupted forest, due in part to
steep, unbuildable topography. The Hudson Highlands
are one example of this condition, along the southern
edge of Dutchess County.
2
Findlay et. al., Natural Resources Inventory of Dutchess County, NY, “Chapter 5: Water Resources of Dutchess County, NY”, 2010.
http://www.co.dutchess.ny.us/CountyGov/Departments/Planning/
nrichapfive.pdf

Illustration of view along Fishkill Creek in the early 19th century (Library of Congress)
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According to the 2010 Dutchess County Natural Resource
Inventory, habitat types in Dutchess County were 56%
forests, 23% grasslands (which can include agricultural
lands), 9% developed land, 4% wetlands, 4% shrublands,
and 3% open water.
Deciduous forests here are comprised of maples, hickory,
oaks, ash, and birch. These forests are home to some rare
or noteworthy animal species, including eastern box turtles, wood frogs, salamanders, woodland warblers, woodpeckers, American turkey, and Indiana bat.3 Sugar maple, a
dominant native tree in these forests, is being overtaken by
populations of Norway maple in many areas. This invasive
tree spreads rapidly and shades out other species. Much
of the forest cover is second-growth, re-establishing after
several generations of agricultural activity on the land.

Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC).
These areas are distinguished by their unique topography,
geology, hydrology, and plant and animal communities.
The areas contribute a fascinating variety and uniqueness
to the region. Often, they contain high concentrations of
biological diversity or unusual ecological features that contribute to regional biodiversity. The significant biodiversity
areas tend to be large in size, but by no means contain
all of the important wildlife, habitat, and ecological elements important to the Hudson River Estuary ecosystem.
The Hudson Highlands State Park Preserve has been designated by the NYS Department of State as a scenic area.
These are areas of particular scenic beauty, cultural value
and historic significance. There are no aquifer protection
areas within the site with the closest being approximately
a quarter mile east of the site.

Regional Conservation Priority Areas : The southernmost tip of the site falls within the Hudson River Significant Biodiversity Area, as identified by the New York State

Regional History and Land Use Patterns4: Dutchess County was one of the five original counties of New York. The
land was purchased from the Wappinger Indians in the

3
Cunningham et. al, Natural Resource Inventory of Duchess
County, NY, “Chapter 6: Biological Resources and Biodiversity of Duchess County, NY”; 2010

4
Harvey et al., Public Archaeology Facility Report: Chevron
Beacon Historic Buildings Assessment Project; 2010

Map of Greater Fishkill & Fishkill Landing c. 1858
(David Rumsey Collection)
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early 17th century. Although the area’s rugged topography and thin soils could not support a robust agricultural economy, the various tributaries to the Hudson River,
like Fishkill Creek, were useful for powering grist and
sawmills. The Hudson River also provided an important
means of trade and transportation in the region. By the
end of the 18th century, Dutchess County was the second-most populated county in the state. Fishkill Landing,
at the mouth of Fishkill Creek, had become a regionally
important port city. The power of falling water continued to drive industry in the area throughout the 19th
and 20th centuries.
Other important factors in the region’s development
were revolutions in transportation. The Housatonic Railroad was constructed in the late 19th century, allowing
mills and factories like those along Fishkill Creek in Glenham to efficiently transport goods by land. Later, in the
1960s, the development of the interstate highway sys6
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tem, including I-84 through Dutchess County, coincided
with the growth of an automobile-centered culture and
the rise of a population shift out of city centers into the
suburbs.

Regional Infrastructural Systems
Site Access & Transportation Systems: Located in the
Hamlet of Glenham and within the Town of Fishkill, the
former TRCB is in close proximity to Interstate 84, an eastwest running arterial, and State Routes 9D and 9, which
runs north-south. Route 9D also serves as the corridor
for the Beacon Cold Spring Trolley that runs between the
Breakneck Ridge Station, Beacon Station, and the Beacon
Newburgh Ferry.
Route 52 (locally referred to as Fishkill Avenue) is a minor
arterial and provides access to the site at the intersections of Fishkill Avenue and Old Glenham Road (east of

Section 1 | Project Understanding
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the site) and Fishkill Avenue and Red Schoolhouse Road
(west of the site).
A former rail line that passes through the site could provide opportunities for a multimodal corridor connecting
the site directly to Beacon. The MTA rail line along the
Hudson River provides access from New York City to Beacon and north to Poughkeepsie. Stewart International Airport is 10 miles away.
Roadway Functional Classes and Bridges: Roadway functional classifications are assigned by NYS DOT and include
four categories.
1. Principal Arterials, which include, Interstates, Freeways/Expressways, and Other;
2. Minor Arterials;
3. Collectors, Major and Minor; and,
4. Local Roads.

The site is in close proximity to several principal arterials,
which provide regional connectivity to neighboring towns,
cities, and states. Currently there are no major roadway
improvements, with the exception of the Washington Avenue bridge. The County DPW will be doing an inspection
of the bridge in late 2017 or early 2018 to determine the
needs of repair or replacement.
Population Estimates – MTA Beacon Line: As of the 2010
census, the population of Fishkill was an estimated 23,049.
5
This heat map (below) shows the estimated population
in 2012 within 100 feet of the MTA Beacon Line, which is
currently not in use. Population is concentrated just to the
west of the site in the City of Beacon and to the east of the
site in and adjacent to the Village of Fishkill. The total population immediately adjacent to the site is relatively low.
Annual Average Daily Traffic: Annual Average Daily Traffic
is based on 2007-2015 NYS DOT data. The highest traffic
volumes are found on Interstate 84 and Route 9, with daily volumes exceeding 30,000 vehicles. Route 52 (Fishkill
Avenue) experiences traffic volumes between 10,000 and
5

http://www.fishkill-ny.gov/demographics.html

This heat map shows the estimated population in 2012 within 100 feet of the MTA Beacon Line. The site area is circled in blue.
Section 1 | Project Understanding
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20,000 vehicles per day and has 4 signalized intersections
with volumes of 10,000 or more vehicles per day. Two of
these intersections are located in Beacon, one is in the
Town of Fishkill (between Beacon and the Village of Fishkill), and one is in the Village of Fishkill. There is one area
of concern at the Fishkill Avenue and Old Glenham Road
intersection; this intersection is not signalized, and the
alignment of the intersection is skewed.
Level of Service: level of service is a measure of traffic
quality and intersection capacity. Level of service classifications include:
•

Level A – Free flowing or less than 10 second delay;

•

Level B – Good progression with 10-20 second delay;

•

Level C - Fair progression with 20-35 second delay;

•

Level D - Higher delays with fair progression and/or

longer cycle lengths and 35 – 55 second delays;
•

Level E - Unfavorable progression with 55- 80 second
delays;

•

Level F – Intersection is saturated with 80 second delays
or more, cycling through a full signal once or twice.

Levels A, B, and C all indicate that an intersection is functioning well with relatively few delays. The data presented
on the map were developed based on 2013 traffic data and
projected out to a 2023 no build scenario. Based on morning and evening volumes, all intersections are at levels of
service of A, B or C, which indicates the intersections have
sufficient capacity to accommodate current and future daily traffic volumes. However, at times during the morning
and evening commutes, when commuters are leaving or
coming home from work, traffic volumes may spike (areas
of concern are highlighted in red). It should be noted that
4-year-old traffic data is acceptable. National traffic trends

Section 1 | Project Understanding
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based on the Federal Highway Administration have started
to go up again since 2009 but not significant enough for
concern. Lastly, a detailed traffic analysis will need to be
conducted once the site program is developed and a developer comes on board.

Several destinations are within biking and walking distance
from the site. The following graphics show the services,
destinations, and open spaces that can be reached based
on an average 3 mile per hour walking pace or a 12 mile
per hour average cycling speed.

Destinations, Services, Parks and Open Space: Given its
central location, the site benefits from the destinations,
services, parks, and open spaces available in the neighboring City of Beacon and Village of Fishkill. Some of the
key destinations and services include: the MTA rail station,
the ferry terminal, downtown Beacon with its shops and
restaurants, and the Village of Fishkill. Within the Hamlet
of Glenham, there is an existing post office and a fire station. The site is surrounded by several local parks and is
adjacent to the Hudson Highlands State Park Preserve, an
extremely popular hiking destination of the region. Baxtertown Woods Wildlife Management Area is located approximately 1.5 miles to the north of the site.

Existing Sidewalks and Bike Facilities: The City of Beacon
and the Village of Fishkill are the only areas with sidewalks
on both sides of the road (indicated in green on the map).
As part of the development improvements to Old Glenham
Road and Washington Avenue, recommendations that increase the walkability of the area will be made. With little
to no adjustments to the existing road width of Route 52
(Fishkill Avenue), improvements could be made to accommodate bike facilities. Local roads like Old Glenham will
need some modifications, while Washington Avenue will
need more extensive improvements.

12
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1.2 Understanding the Site
In addition to responding to regional context, great neighborhoods and villages complement the character of the local community and site. This includes responding to physical
site characteristics like topography, hydrology, and geology.
It also includes thoughtful consideration of historic buildings and cultural landscape features, land use history, current zoning requirements and how this zoning relates to the
Town’s vision for the area’s future. This information, summarized below, provides the foundation of an informed and
context-sensitive future land use plan for Glenham Mills.

Site Geography and Ecology
Site Boundaries: The former TRCB site, now owned by
Chevron, occupies 153 acres in the Hamlet of Glenham,
within the Town of Fishkill, New York. The site is split between several parcels on the north and south sides of
Fishkill Creek.
The northern part of the site consists of 3 parcels. The
33-acre Main Campus parcel housed Texaco’s research
campus. Along Fishkill Creek and the dam is a small parcel containing the McLaren Company mill building, one
of the Main Campus’ few remaining buildings. The Main
Campus parcel is bounded on the west by the Church Parcel, 15 acres of rocky, undeveloped wooded land, which
is also owned by Chevron. This parcel used to be home

to the Saint John the Baptist Church on its eastern corner.
The Main Campus parcel is bounded on the north by Old
Glenham Road, on the east by a residential neighborhood
along Maple Street, and on the south by Fishkill Creek.
The southern portion of the site includes 5 small parcels
and 1 large one. The Tank Farm Parcel, Access Easement
Parcel, and the 0.233 Acre Parcel lie between Fishkill Creek
and the unused rail corridor. South of the rail corridor, two
residential parcels lie on the north side of Washington Avenue. All of these parcels are vacant, and most are wooded.
South of Washington Avenue is the Back 93 Acres Parcel,
the largest parcel of the former research center. These 93
acres were left undeveloped during Texaco’s ownership,
and were primarily used for outdoor recreation for employees and their families. Today the Back 93 is mostly
wooded, with some areas of overgrown meadows.
Site Geology, Soils, and Topography: The 8 parcels which
comprise the 153-acre Chevron site sit on low hills at the
northern base of the Hudson Highlands. While the ridges
and hills of the Hudson Highlands immediately south are
characterized by exposed bedrock cliffs and slopes and
reach elevations of 1,500 feet above sea level, the Chevron site sits on lower, rolling hills which consist of glacial till
with some areas of exposed bedrock, with a high point of
415 feet on the Lower 93 parcel.

Section 1 | Project Understanding
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The Main Campus parcel slopes to the south towards
Fishkill Creek, with a high point of 280 feet near Old Glenham Road in the northwestern area of the parcel, and a
low point of 185 feet near the mill building by the Fishkill Creek dam, amounting to 95 feet of grade change between the high point and the banks of Fishkill Creek. The
grade change is handled in part by a series of retaining
walls and basement-level former building foundations.
Underlying soils on this parcel are shallow and quickly give
way to bedrock, but much of the surface is covered by
concrete, asphalt, and former building foundations from
the demolished research campus.
A notable geologic feature of the site is a thrust fault that
runs southwest to northeast through the western quarter
of the old campus. This fault marks the boundary between
erosion-resistant Precambrian granite and gneiss to the
east and younger, Ordovician chert and shale to the west.
Immediately to the west, the Church Parcel is a continuation of the same underlying soils and bedrock as the Main
Campus parcel, but in a relatively undisturbed state. This
wooded site is noteworthy for its many exposed ledges and ridge tops, and presents a variety of topographic
conditions within its 15 acres. The exposed bedrock and
uneven topography may partly account for why the site
was never fully developed. A few overgrown building foundations and old cisterns can be found in the woods here,
from the days when the site was home to the Saint John
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Exposed bedrock in the Church Parcel (photo taken in July, 2017)
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the Baptist Church. The high point on the Church Parcel is
280 feet, and is part of the same ridge line that gives the
Main Campus parcel its high point (which also happens to
be 280 feet). The southeastern edge of the Church Parcel
is bordered by nearly 20 vertical feet of exposed bedrock,
which drops down to the unused railroad corridor below.
The adjacent rail corridor crosses Fishkill Creek at elevation 200 feet and is blasted into the bedrock along much
of the southern edge of the Church Property. This vertical
drop in elevation eases towards the southwestern corner
of the parcel, where the Church Parcel’s low point of 178
feet is actually beneath the grade of the adjacent railroad
corridor. This somewhat typifies the highly pronounced topography throughout the parcel.
The southern edge of the Main Campus parcel, which is
the northern bank of Fishkill Creek, can be divided into
two general conditions: creek bank upstream of the dam,
and ravine downstream of the dam. Upstream of the dam,
to the east, the creek bank is fairly steep (60% slope in
many places) and descends a maximum of 15 feet to reach
the creek level which is maintained by the dam at an elevation of about 195 feet. Downstream of the falls, to the
west, with the absence of a deep pond, the water level is
much lower. The creek bank is ravine-like in nature here,
significantly higher and steeper than the upstream banks.
From just west of the mill building, rocky, near-vertical
banks up to 40 feet high extend for roughly 400 feet to
the railroad bridge. With this dramatic drop in elevation
covered by riparian vegetation, it is nearly impossible to
see down to the ravine bottom when standing near the
precipice at the southwestern edge of the site.

South of Fishkill Creek, the Tank Farm Parcel, 0.233 Acre
Parcel, and Access Easement Parcel are bounded by the
railroad corridor, Fishkill Creek, and Washington Ave. The
Tank Farm parcel features an open, flat area along the east,
where Washington Ave crosses Fishkill Creek. This area
is where Texaco kept several storage tanks. The northern
edge of these parcels along Fishkill Creek mostly edge along
the pond behind the dam, and therefore lack the steep topography of the ravine downstream. The northwest corner
of the Access Easement parcel does meet Fishkill Creek immediately downstream of the dam, but is slightly less steep
than the near-vertical banks just to the west.
Between the railroad corridor and Washington Ave is a
small row of single family residential parcels. Two of these
parcels are owned by Chevron as part of the former Texaco Beacon Research Facility site. These small, undeveloped, wooded parcels have mild topography.
Across Washington Ave to the south is the site’s largest parcel, the Back 93 Acres parcel. Unlike the parcels north of
Fishkill Creek which are underlain by bedrock, the soils on
this parcel consist of glacial till. This large site has almost
no exposed bedrock, and is characterized by mildly sloping topography. From a lowpoint of elevation 210 feet in
a wetland near the northeastern corner of the parcel, the
topography of the site rises as a mild hill, reaching a high
point elevation of 415 feet along the western-central part
of the parcel, where a concrete water reservoir tank is located. The topography then slopes back down towards the
southern edge of the parcel, reaching a wetland at elevation 270 feet before rising up again at the foothills of the

View of McLaren Mill Buildings and dam from TRCB main campus (photo taken in July, 2017)
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Hudson Highlands near the site’s southern property
line. The wetland system here slopes down to the
northeast, leaving the site at elevation 230 feet at
the eastern-central edge of the property line. This
wetland crosses the eastern site edge at a similar latitude as the site’s high point to the west, resulting
in an area of relatively steep slopes down to the east
through the central portion of the site.
Site Hydrology: Most of the Chevron site drains directly into Fishkill Creek, which directly abuts most of
the site’s parcels. The only exception is the Back 93
Acres, which drains into a system of wetlands on site,
which then cross through several adjacent parcels
outside of Chevron’s ownership before draining into
Fishkill Creek.

Base Flow

100 yr flood

The Back 93 Acres has 6 discrete wet areas with a total
mapped area of 5.65 acres. An ecological assessment
Right: Diagram illustrates normal base flow versus 100 yr and 200
yr recurrence interval floods. Below: FEMA Firmette illustrating flood
zones and base flood elevations up creek of dam.
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200 yr flood

Diagram illustrates normal base flow versus 100 yr and 200 yr recurrence interval floods at existing
McLaren Mill Buildings
Section 1 | Project Understanding
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Flaura and fauna of the back 93 (left) and the TRCB main campus (right). Photos taken in July, 2017.

conducted as part of a 2015 Fish and Wildlife Resources
Impact Analysis identifies these and provides a detailed
description of these areas.1 All except two of these areas--a wet swale and wet hill-slope--are determined to be
jurisdictional wetlands, meaning that wetland protection
laws are applicable. 3.59 acres of the mapped wet areas
are jurisdictional wetlands.
The wetlands on the Back 93 Acres parcel are estimated
to have low flood protection values, but likely contribute
to groundwater recharge and water quality improvement,
while offering habitat value.

south side of the creek, the floodplain area is wider, encompassing most of the area between the creek edge and
the railroad right-of-way. This floodable area includes the
former TRCB tank farm.
Site Ecology: Upland forests are generally the most common type of plant community found on the Chevron site.
The 2015 Fish and Wildlife Resources Impact Analysis
identified a total of 80 acres of upland forests throughout
all parts of the site.2

Several areas of the site adjacent to Fishkill Creek are subject to flooding. The largest floodplain area is upstream of
the dam. On the Main Campus side, large retaining walls
largely contain the 100-year and 200-year interval floods.
However, the 200-year flood would likely overtop the lowest retaining wall in front of the McLaren Mill building and
subject the mill building foundation to inundation. On the

The rocky, uphill interior of the Church Parcel contains
several acres of forest community resembling Oak-Heath
Barren. The ridgetops along the interior of this site have
stands of chestnut oaks, which are well-adapted to rocky
forest conditions, as well as pignut hickories, some shagbark hickories, and various maples. At the base of the ledges toward the north of this parcel are several specimen
white oaks, noteworthy for their large size. Another specimen tree on this parcel is a single white pine located on
a saddle between ridge tops in the middle of the site. The
northwest edge of this parcel is dominated by aggressive
Norway maples, which are shading out and outcompeting
most other plant species. The southeast edge of this parcel has a variety of tree populations, including a stand of
sugar maples, a stand of black walnuts, and a stand of ailanthus. The diversity of tree species on this parcel reflects

1
From Fish and Wildlife Resources Impact Analysis, Fish and
Wildlife Resource Characterization, Part 1, Prepared for Chevron by Parsons, 2015, Submitted to New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation

2
From Fish and Wildlife Resources Impact Analysis, Part 1,
Fish and Wildlife Resource Characterization,Prepared for Chevron by
Parsons, 2015, Submitted to New York State Department of Environmental Conservation

The other parcels of the Chevron site do not have wetlands, including both the entire Main Campus and Church
parcels north of Fishkill Creek. Both these parcels, with
their steep topography and impervious surfaces or exposed bedrock, shed stormwater off site, largely towards
Fishkill Creek.
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the variety of topography and soil conditions that exist on
these 15 acres.
The Main Campus parcel is dominated by former building foundations, access driveways and asphalt walkways,
rubble, and former lawns which have become overgrown
meadows. The trees that exist on this site are primarily
specimen trees planted for landscaping the former campus. Many of these trees stand alone, and with full access
to sunlight, many of the site’s mature trees have grown
full, rounded canopies. A continuous band of trees and
vegetation grows along most of the parcel’s Fishkill Creek
frontage, except in the middle where the mill and dam are
located, which is open.
To the south of Fishkill Creek, forest resembling Oak-Heath
Barren are present in the northwest corner of the Access
Easement Parcel. These types of forest habitats can support rare species such as timber rattlesnakes, northern
copperhead, northern fence lizard, five-lined skink, and
several rare butterflies and moths.
The Back 93 Acres parcel contains the most extensive forested area of the Chevron site. Upland forest consisting
of sugar maple, Norway maple, pignut hickory, shagbark
hickory, black oak, and northern red oak dominate much
of the site. The understory is open due to over-grazing by

Several overgrown fields exist on former lawns, ballfields,
and disturbed parts of the site (due to previous excavating). These open areas are characterized by tall, overgrown Kentucky bluegrass and fescues. Thick vegetation
dominated by aggressive or invasive species tends to grow
on the forest edges facing these fields, including multiflora
rose, poison ivy, bittersweet, grape vines, and honeysuckle. These plant communities serve as potential habitat for
edge species, while making much of the forest edge nearly
impenetrable for people on foot (a stark contrast to the
open, over-grazed interior of the forest beyond). This kind
of tangled edge growth occurs along forest edges facing
the access drive through the site as well.
Wet Hill-Slope Savannah is a non-jurisdictional wet area of
1.85 acres in the northwest part of the Back 93 Acres. The
upland forest canopy here is broken by ash trees which have
been significantly weakened or killed by borers. This has led
to increased sunlight, and a savannah-like condition on the
forest floor where invasive Japanese stiltgrass has spread,
mixed with some wetland plants like cattail sedge and tussock sedge. This same condition (broken tree canopy above
wet soil carpeted by stiltgrass) exists in at least two other
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deer, but where a shrub layer does exist, species include
maple-leaf viburnum, coralberry, witch-hazel, spicebush,
lowbush blueberry, and various tree saplings.
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smaller areas on the site: one patch to the east of the
Wet Hill-Slope Savannah, and another patch as part of
Wetland 1, at the very south of the site.

Site History and Cultural Resources
Pre-Texaco Land Use History3: The catalyst for development of the site and adjacent population center of
Glenham was mill power provided by Fishkill Creek.
According to a 2010 archaeological report, the Chevron
Beacon Historic Buildings Assessment Project, the first
mill was constructed on the site around 1811. Over the
next hundred years, several companies used the site
for manufacturing--notably Glenham Manufacturing
Company (est. 1822), A.T. Stewart & Company Carpet
Mill (est. 1876), and McLaren Woolen Company (est.
1917). The growth of these companies brought workforce housing, services, and institutions like churches
and schools to the area. As these companies declined

c 2017

3
Harvey et al., Public Archaeology Facility Report: Chevron Beacon Historic Buildings Assessment Project; 2010
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The landscape today contains a number of architectural and landscape elements that serve as a reminder of the site’s history. Above: 2016 aerial orthophotograph of site with key cultural landscape features highlighted. Right: Early photograph (c. 1950) of Texaco Research Center.
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and the mills established by them fell into ruin, some of
these uses also disappeared.
By 1858, historic maps of the area indicate that a village
center with a mix of uses had developed around the intersection of Old Glenham Road and Maple Street. Some
of these structures have survived to the present day. Two
churches—St. John the Baptist and the Dutch Reformed
Church—had also been established. The parcel today
known as the “Church Property” was so named after St.
John the Baptist Church, which continued to operate
through the 1930s. The parsonage for the Dutch Reformed Church, across the street, continues to be used as
a residence to this day.
The Housatonic railroad and Glenham rail station were
constructed to the south of Fishkill Creek in the late 19th
century, along with what is today Washington Ave. Residences were also established on this side of the Creek.
Maps from the period show a large factory campus with
a mix of uses and internal roads—several of which continued use into the 20th century.
In the 1890s, A.T. Stewart & Company went out of business
and the mill along Fishkill Creek was abandoned. Photos
from the early 1900s show the factory building in ruins

along the creek. By 1917, John McLaren’s Braeburn Woolen Company (later renamed McLaren Woolen Company)
bought the Stewart landholdings and created a new mill
building with hydroelectric power in the area of the old
ruins. This building still stands today. During this time, the
Union Free School was in operation in the eastern portion
of the project site. Residential uses also expanded south
of Fishkill Creek between the railroad and Washington Ave.
Texaco Campus Expansion and Closure4: In 1930, after
McLaren Woolen Company closed due to the Great Depression, Texaco acquired their land for use as an east coast
research center. In 1931, the TRCB opened for business.
The initial research center was housed in the McLaren Mill
Complex. Throughout the 30s and 40s, the Research Center
campus took shape, with new laboratory and service buildings added to support a growing TRCB community.
Interstate 84 was constructed to the north of the site in
1963. The growth of interstates across the country and
a population shift out of cities and into the suburbs also
brought changes to Glenham, including a growth in residential development. By 1964, TRCB was fully built out,
with facilities, roads, and parking lots occupying the former Union Free School site and Dutch Reformed Church
Property. The “Church Property” (St. John the Baptist)
remained undeveloped, though the church had closed
by this point.
The TRCB continued operation until Texaco was
acquired by Chevron in 2001. In 2003, the
TRCB closed and Chevron began preparation for selling the property, including
environmental remediation and dem4 Harvey et al., Public Archaeology Facility
Report: Chevron Beacon Historic Buildings Assessment Project; 2010

McLaren Mill Building (Built 1917)

Architectural features of existing commercial buildings from the site and
surrounding neighborhood.
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Brick Shop Building

Beacon Church of God (built c. 1920)

Multi-family House on Old Glenham Rd.

olition of many TRCB buildings.
Cultural Landscape Features: The landscape today contains a number of buildings and landscape elements that
serve as a reminder of the site’s history. The McLaren
Woolen Mill building and dam on Fishkill Creek provides
a link between the TRCB campus and the 19th and early
20th cetury mills that occupied the same site. The dense
neighborhood at the intersection of Old Glenham Road
and Maple Street also contains a number of 19th century
structures, as well as small lot sizes and mix of uses characteristic of pre-suburban development patterns. Other historic buildings from the 19th include the former Reformed
Dutch Church Parsonage across from the TRCB campus on
Old Glenham Road.
Bridges over Fishkill Creek are also important cultural
landscape features in the area. Many of these bridges
are replacements to earlier structures that provided safe
crossing for pedestrians, trains, or automobiles. For example, an 1880 map shows a bridge near the location of the
20th century pedestrian bridge to the east of the Factory
dam. The 20th century West Glenham Bridge, just south
of the Church Property, was similarly the third rail bridge
in this location since the construction of the Housatonic

Existing Single-Family Houses on Old Glenham Rd. and Washington Ave.
Architectural features of existing residential and religious buildings from
the surrounding neighborhood.
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Railroad in the late 19th century.
While many of the TRCB buildings have been demolished, many features of the TRCB campus landscape are
still present. These include many large shade trees, concrete walks and stairs, and fescue meadows that have
developed from former lawn areas. One of the most notable trees on the TRCB campus is the Sargent weeping
hemlock in the western half of the main research campus. This tree is significant to regional history—a variety
propagated from trees discovered in the Beacon area by
Henry Winthrop Sargent in the mid-19th century. On the
south side of Fishkill Creek are located a baseball field
and tennis court that were part of a recreational area developed for TRCB employees.
Historic Building Types: Buildings on the TRCB campus
and surrounding neighborhoods have an architectural
character consistent with other mill villages in the Hudson Valley. The former McLaren Woolen Mill buildings
are simple, utilitarian brick structures characteristic of factory buildings from the turn of the century. Commercial
and mixed-use buildings adjacent to the site are generally
modest one story to two-and-a-half story buildings with
pitched roofs. Typical materials are wood, brick and stone.
Institutional buildings nearby include the Beacon Church
of God, which features a neoclassical architectural style
with a columns and entablature and a cupola.
Surrounding residential buildings are also generally one
story to two-and-a-half story buildings with pitched, gabled and cross-gabled roofs. Materials, again, typically include wood, brick and stone. Many houses include
gothic or neoclassical architectural elements, though most
buildings are modest and not strongly representative of

Panoramic View from TRCB Main Campus (photo taken in July, 2017)
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late Victorian or early 20th century academic architectural
styles. Neighborhood residential buildings feature original
and later-added elements such as bay windows, covered
front porches, and dormers.
Views and Visual Character: Because of the topography
adjacent to Fishkill Creek, the TRCB main campus offers
quite striking southerly and easterly views in many locations. In particular, a knoll to the west of the dam offers
a dramatic view of the dam and historic McLaren Woolen Mill complex, though this view is partially screened by
trees along the steep slope down to Fishkill Creek. With
the TRCB building demolished, much of the central portion of the campus is open with clear views south to the
Creek and the Hudson Highlands.
The TRCB main campus has a transitional character
dominated by exposed foundation and retaining walls,
crumbling parking lots and building demolition debris.
Interspersed within these areas are buildings and landscape elements of the former TRCB campus landscape,
such as the preserved McLaren mill building complex by
the creek and mature ornamental shade trees like the
Sargent weeping hemlock. Lawns that were not removed
with building demolition have transformed into essentially
fescue meadows over the last decade.
In contrast to the open, dramatic views of the TRCB Main
Campus, the Church Parcel is wooded with few view opportunities. However, the parcel has a woodland visual
character that lends itself to walking and observing wildlife. In this area, the ruins of several old structures can be
found among the exposed bedrock outcrops and second
growth forest. An old road alignment provides an opportunity for an ADA accessible trail along the southern and
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These “smart growth” principles are expressed in the
Town of Fishkill Comprehensive Plan:

western edge of the parcel.

2. Take advantage of compact building design

Similar to the Church Parcel, the back 93 acre parcel is
mostly wooded, with few existing vistas. Unlike the Church
Parcel, this area is underlain by glacial till and has more
a rolling topography with little exposed bedrock. Several
stream channels cut through the parcel.

3. Create a range of housing opportunities and choices

Fishkill Comprehensive Plan

4. Create walkable neighborhoods

The Town of Fishkill Comprehensive Plan was prepared by
Morris Assiciates and Greenplan Inc. and adopted by the
Town in 2009. The Plan’s goals were to provide a framework for preserving critical open space and environmental
resources, connect people and places, ensure economic
and social diversity, emphasize scenic and historic stewardship, and other goals which could be achieved through
a participatory planning process and by implementing
smart growth principles, outlined in the list to the left.

1. Mix land uses

5. Foster distinctive, attractive communities with a
strong sense of place
6. Preserve open space, farmland, natural beauty, and
critical environmental areas
7. Strengthen and direct development towards existing
communities
8. Provide a variety of transportation choices
9. Make development decisions predictable, fair and
cost-effective
10. Encourage community and stakeholder participation
in development decisions
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One application of these principles in the comprehensive
plan is the idea of retrofitting existing commercial areas as
traditional neighborhoods.5 The plan states the following objective: “identify areas along Routes 9, 9D, 52 and
Merritt Boulevard where existing zoning designations may
5

Town of Fishkill Comprehensive Plan, 2009, P. 28

Proposed Traditional Neighborhood Overlay District east of the TRCB
site. Map from 2009 Town of Fishkill Comprehensive Plan.

need to be changed to allow innovative development techniques, such as traditional neighborhood development,
that is appropriate in size and scale for the Town, and consider adopting a Traditional Neighborhood Overlay District
(TN-O) for these areas.” Such neighborhoods would be
mixed use, pedestrian-friendly, and more village-like in
character. One of the four proposed Traditional Neighborhood districts encompasses the area along Old Glenham
Road just east of the TRCB site. This area is highlighted in
yellow on the previous page.

These sketch plans looked at how many buildings could fit
on the site’s buildable area. Buildable area excludes wetlands, floodplains, steep slopes, and areas with too much
exposed bedrock, which would preclude development or
make development inordinately costly (See Development
Suitability Assessment section below for more detail). Out
of the 153 acre TRCB site, approximately 104 were considered buildable in these sketch plans. These sketch plans
indicated that 781,250 SF of industrial space would fit on
the site.

Redevelopment of the TRCB site under new zoning, permitting a mix of uses, could allow the site to become an
anchor and gateway for this Traditional Neighborhood District. Rather than an insular industrial complex, the main
campus could be redeveloped in a manner more compatible with the mix of uses and densities of the adjacent Local
Historic Center. New pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure
within the site could also help connect the historic center
of Glenham with surrounding residential and commercial
areas. However, current zoning does not allow for this.

Industrial zoning, however, does not accommodate the
Town’s broader planning goals as stated in the 2009
comprehensive plan, nor does it reflect the vision of local residents who have participated in recent planning
projects. Fundamental to the comprehensive plan was
the “overwhelming preference of Town residents, as expressed in the community visioning session and public
opinion survey, that Fishkill’s future be defined by ‘smart
growth’ principles.”6 These principles are outlined on
the previous page. The Glenham Mills charrette process,
described in the section “Defining Community Values
and Vision” of this report, was a collaborative effort to
explore what residents envisioned on this site in place of
industrial land uses.

Zoning and Build-out
The TRCB parcels are all currently zoned PI – “Planned Industrial.” Surrounding properties are mostly zoned residential. This includes R-15 Residential, which requires 15,000
square foot (~1/3 acre) minimum lots and R-20 Residential,
which requires 20,000 square foot (~1/2 acre) minimum
lots. To the southeast of the lower 93 parcel is the Beacon
Hills District, which encompasses a historic cottage community with very small lots (5,000 square foot lots are typical in
this neighborhood).
In addition to these residential areas, there are two commercially-zoned areas abutting the TRCB campus. To the
east of the TRCB, at the intersection of Old Glenham Road
and Maple Street, is the historic village center, which is
currently zoned as LHC – Local Historic Center. This zoning
allows limited commercial development with a residential
character. To the west of the Church Property near the
intersection of Rt. 52 and Old Glenham Road is an area
zoned General Business. This is part of a sequence of
car-oriented commercial areas along Rt. 52 south of I-84.
Current businesses in this area include a large car dealership and professional office buildings.
Sketch plans were previously developed by LMV Architects
to help understand what amount of development the 153
acre TRCB site could accommodate under current Planned
Industrial zoning. This is shown on the following page.

Development Suitability Assessment
Some areas of the TRCB campus are more suitable for
development, while other areas are more suitable for
conservation. Areas suitable for development generally are characterized by a lack of physical and regulatory
constraints to building. Physical constraints include steep
slopes, shallow bedrock, wet soils, and floodplains. These
conditions do not necessarily preclude development, but
do make development more costly and increase the ecological impact of development. Regulatory constraints include site features like jurisdictional wetland boundaries
and buffers, property setbacks, and easements. These
features may preclude or limit development.
Sustainable site development also generally minimizes
impacts on “greenfield” sites and other areas that have
experience little disturbance from human development.
From this perspective, areas that have already been developed or disturbed are more suitable for development.
Other areas of the site are more suitable for conservation. This includes larger, continuous woodlands and
wetlands that provide important habitat, forestry, and
6

Town of Fishkill Comprehensive Plan, 2009, P. 3
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Buildout Under Current Zoning
Church Property: 92,000 SF of commercial space, 280+/- parking spaces shown
Main Campus: 256,500 SF of commercial
space, 870+/- parking spaces shown
Back 93: 432,250 SF of commercial space,
1,400+/- parking spaces shown
Prepared by:
Lawrence J. Paggi, P.E., P.C.
LMV Architects
McGrath & Co., Inc.
January 14, 2015
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Above: Old road within Church Parcel; Right: building foundations & fireplace ruins on Church Parcel (photos taken in July, 2017).

recreational opportunities. Stream and river floodplains
are also important to conserve, both for reducing flood
risk to buildings and because healthy riparian areas offer
many important ecological services within their watersheds that help to improve water quality and slow flood
waters.
Areas Most Suitable for Redevelopment:
1. TRCB Main Campus Parcel: Since the TRCB main campus was previously developed, this area is the most sustainable redevelopment site within the TRCB parcels.
Existing retaining walls and foundations can be incorporated into the design, helping to minimize earthwork and
construction waste. Existing campus circulation network
scan be retrofitted, reducing grading and making use of
time-tested connections to surrounding neighborhoods.
In addition to its potential for lower-impact development, the main campus features other potential design
opportunities. Existing terraces and grade changes could
be utilized to reduce the building height visible from Old
Glenham Road. This site also benefits from its proximity to
the Local Historic Center and proposed Traditional Neighborhood district to the east. Redevelopment of the main
campus provides an opportunity to create or improve vehicular, pedestrian, and bicycle connectivity between the
historic center and surrounding community.
2. Parcels along Washington Avenue, South of the Train
Tracks: This area of higher ground is largely out of the
floodplain, yet it is not characterized by particularly steep
slopes, wetlands, or other factors limiting development
potential. New residential or neighborhood-scale commercial uses in this area would fit contextually with adja44
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cent residential land uses. The proximity of these parcels
to Washington Ave would allow for direct frontage/site access without additional road construction. New community connections to local/regional pedestrian trails along
railroad corridor.
3. Area Along Existing Central Access Road in South 93:
The area along the central access road, though adjacent
to steeper slopes, largely contains mild topographic relief
along the hill crest. This area is high and dry, with underlying glacial till favorable for building foundations. The access rooad is distant from wetlands along property edge
and further to the south. Existing bordering woodland suffers from significant invasive species issues, and redevelopment would provide an opportunity to remediate this
issue. Existing road access could be improved to provide
frontage with minimal re-grading and earthwork.
Areas most suitable for conservation:
1. Church Parcel: The Church Parcel is largely rocky, with
exposed and shallow ledge – not suitable for construction.

Building ruins and historic artifacts provide recreational
value but would complicate construction in this area. The
steep slope down to Rt. 52/Old Glenham road would complicate site access for new buildings.
The exposed bedrock, attractive woodland vegetation,
and historic features all lend themselves to passive recreational use. The old road alignment to the south and west
of the parcel provides a great opportunity for pedestrian
connections to the site and possibilities for active and passive recreation.
2. Areas of Lower 93 further from access road: Many of
these areas are lower in elevation, closer to wet stream
valleys on either side of the parcel. Continuous woodlands provide habitat value and potential for continued
managed forestry.
3. Floodplain areas: Areas of the TRCB within the floodplain would also be best suited for conservation. This includes the parcel used most recently as a tank farm. These
sites would be well suited to passive or active recreational
uses, particularly those that require limited construction
and maximize perviousness and floodability.
Changing Climate: In addition to these current development constraints and opportunities, it is also important
to anticipate the opportunities and constraints presented
by climate change. Over the next century, the average
temperatures, average precipitation, and the number and
intensity of severe storms will likely increase, increasing
the amount and extent of flooding experienced within the
TRCB site and surrounding areas.7 The following are some
ways to plan for these changes:
i)
Development should be located out of current
floodplains, but also anticipate future changes to floodplain boundaries and increases in required finished-floor
elevations for structures within existing floodplains.
ii)
Design for recreational uses in floodplain and lower-lying areas out of floodplains.
iii)
Community centers and other public spaces that
could be used as a shelter in severe weather or flood
events.
7
“Climate Change in New York State,” 2014, Supplement to
the 2011 ClimAID Climate Risk Information/NYS ERDA Report 11-18.

The Back 93 Parcel contains meadows, stone walls, and wet areas such as
these (photos taken in July, 2017).
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iv)
Create opportunities for formal or informal northsouth habitat corridors through the site to facilitate climate-driven plant and animal migration.

west of the site. Other nearby public facilities include the
Slater Chemical Firehouse and the United States Post Office, both to the east of the site on Old Glenham Road.

v)
Combine conservation with development in order
to preserve existing habitat areas on site.

Infrastructure: The Glenham Mills site is fortunate to have
the necessary infrastructure in place for a successful development. When in operation, the TRCB was self-sustaining.
On the main campus, there is a hydro-electrical facility in
the historic mill building that has a 225KVA, 230V, 3 phase
generating unit. There is the capacity for a second generator in the smaller sluice gate that could generate about half
the power of the existing unit.

Public Facilities and Infrastructure
Schools and Public Facilities: Homes in Fishkill fall within one of two public school districts, depending on their
location—either the Beacon City School District or the
Wappingers Central School District. The Chevron site falls
within the Beacon City School District, which covers all of
Beacon plus parts of Fishkill and Wappinger. This district
includes Glenham Elementary School, which is less than
half a mile to the east of the site; as well as J. V. Forrestal
Elementary School, Sargent Elementary School, and South
Avenue Elementary School, which are all 2-3 miles to the
in Beacon; plus Rombout Middle School and
Utilitysouthwest
EntryHigh
Points
Beacon
School, which are both 2 miles to the south-
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There is an existing well on the back ninety-three acres that
provided all the potable water to the campus. The existing
well can produce four hundred gallons per minute and has a
70,000-gallon storage tank that can possibly provide the potable water needs for the future development. The existing
well pump is in disrepair and has been removed.
The main campus has existing sewage treatment plants that

Electric, Substation Connection

Potable Water, Municipal

Sewer, Wastewater, Industrial

Electric, Lighting, Basic Connection

Potable Water, Chevron Well

Sewer, Wastewater, Sanitary

Natural Gas Tie-In

Stormwater Outfalls

Cable/Telephone/Internet
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were used for domestic and industrial waste. The domestic sewage treatment plant has a capacity of 35,000 gallons
per day, and the industrial treatment plant has a capacity of
545,000 gallons per day. These facilities will require further
inspection and repair prior to future use. The back ninety-three acres will require a new sewage treatment facility
designed for the proposed development.
The main campus has existing connections to natural gas
and cable, telephone and internet services. The development on the back ninety-three acres will require new connections with local utility providers.
Alternative Energy: There are two scenarios for the development of solar energy at Glenham Mills. First, a large solar
array(s) could be placed on a south facing slope on the south
ninety-three acres, which would require substantial clearing
of the existing woodlands. If this option is desired, careful
planning and analysis regarding the impacts to natural and
visual environments is needed. Second, photovoltaic cells
could be placed on individual buildings to supplement electric power generated from the hydroelectrical power plant.
Geothermal power is becoming more popular, and it used
for many applications nationwide. While the initial costs

are high, there are many benefits, and it should be considered in the Glenham Mills development.
While sustainable power sources are desirable, not all
alternative power sources are feasible, such as wind turbines. Wind speeds of 6.5 meters per second or greater at
80-meters height are generally considered suitable for the
development of wind power. According to data published
by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, average wind
speeds in the area are between 5.5 – 6.0 meters per second at 80-meters height. These relatively low speeds render
wind power marginal for the Glenham Mills development.
There is the possibility of using smaller-scale wind development that might be more feasible for the development

Site Remediation Process and Status
Regulatory Agencies and Oversight: The primary environmental regulatory agency responsible for the site remediation at the former TRCB facility is the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC),
with assistance by the New York State Department of
Health (NYSDOH). These agencies are responsible for reviewing and approving all site environmental investigation
work plans, field activities, and reports.
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Operation Unit Boundaries map of the Former Texaco Research Center, Beacon, NY.
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Chevron has completed remediation of the 93-acre former recreation area parcel (shown above), parts of which were used for waste disposal until the late
1970s. Soils were removed from this area during 1985-1986, and again from 2005-2006. Groundwater monitoring has continued in the area since then
to the present. Photo taken in July, 2017.

Additional agencies and their corresponding responsibilities include the New York State Department of Labor (NYSDOL) for asbestos containing material abatement activities,
the New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic
Preservation (NYSOPRHP) for cultural, historical and archaeological preservation, Town of Fishkill for Building Demolition permits and zoning/code enforcement actions, and the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) for
the Environmental Indicators program and for coordination
with the New York State regulatory agencies.
Operating History and Environmental Status upon
Closure: The site consists of 9 tax parcels. There are 4
“primary use areas” totaling 153 acres. The 4 use areas
are Main Campus (OU-1A); Undeveloped Parcels/Church
Property (OU-1B, OU-1 D, OU-2, and OU-3); Back 93/Rec
Area (OU-1E); and Tank Farm (OU-1C) as shown in the Operational Unit Boundaries map. Past site uses include a
woolen mill dating to the early 1800s. Texaco acquired
this historic mill location in 1931 to locate its downstream
research center to develop and test fuels, additives, and
lubricants. The TRCB was a self-contained facility with its
own wastewater plant, potable water well with reservoir
and hydroelectric plant and this infrastructure remains
today in varying states of functionality. Currently, Phase I
demolition of 39 buildings/structures has been completed, leaving foundations, basements, and only 10 ancillary
buildings/ structures remaining. The site is now primarily
vacant.
During the operational life of the former TRCB, various activities resulted in the generation of hazardous wastes. As
such, the facility was subject to the hazardous waste reg48
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ulations promulgated by the USEPA and NYSDEC, known
as the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
regulations. These regulations included provisions for permitting, storage, handling, treatment and disposal of generated wastes, along with corrective measures to be taken
in the event of a release. The corrective measures also included systematic requirements to investigate, remediate
and close any active facility or process. These measures
are described in detail in the facility’s RCRA permit.
Chevron became involved in the TRCB property through
the Texaco merger in 2002. As a means to facilitate site
investigation, remediation, and redevelopment activities,
NYSDEC coordinated with Chevron to divide the property
into a set of “Operable Units” (OUs), reflecting the unique
characteristics and usage history of each unit. NYSDEC
proposed to transition the former TRCB facility from the
RCRA permit to an Order on Consent, to include all the
provisions for site closure through the State Superfund
Cleanup program. The transition from the RCRA permit
to the Order on Consent occurred on October 31, 2013.
Environmental Investigation and Remediation Work to
Date: There have been numerous environmental investigation and remediation projects completed to date at
the former TRCB facility, dating back to the mid-1980s.
These investigations have included all environmental
media on-site (i.e. soil, groundwater, surface water, Fishkill Creek sediments, and soil vapor sampling/analyses).
Each of these environmental investigations have been
performed under the aegis of NYSDEC and NYSDOH, following specific work plans prepared for and approved by
these agencies.

During the course of these investigations, over 800 soil
borings were collected and analyzed. In addition, over 140
groundwater monitoring wells were installed and sampled, including wells installed in the shallow overburden
aquifer layer and the deeper fractured bedrock aquifer.
Although the overwhelming majority of the groundwater
monitoring wells at the former TRCB facility were installed
on the various facility parcels, a number of wells also were
installed on adjoining properties to verify that no off-site
migration of groundwater contaminants of concern has
occurred. Refer to Appendix D for the groundwater monitoring well locations.
In recent years, an intensive surface water and sediment
sampling project was conducted in Fishkill Creek. This investigation included collection and analyses of samples
from upstream, downstream and locations adjacent to
the TRCB Main Campus property. Another recent environmental investigation involved the collection and analyses
of soil vapor samples from various locations adjacent to,
and underneath some of the remaining buildings on the
Main Campus.
In addition to the considerable environmental investigations, Chevron also completed several significant remediation projects, including the remediation of the 93-acre
former recreation area parcel, parts of which had been
used for waste disposal. Soils were removed from this area
during 1985-1986, and again from 2005-2006. Groundwater monitoring is on-going in the area.
Another major environmental remediation project completed by Chevron was the former Industrial Sewer System
(ISS) investigation and closure, which included inspection,
cleaning, sampling and in-place closure of the former ISS
sewer lines. Also, as described in more detail in the following paragraphs, Chevron demolished the majority of the
buildings on the former TRCB facility, recycling non-hazardous materials as much as possible, and transporting
wastes to state-approved disposal facilities.
Process of Building Demolition: Chevron began the process to demolish most of the site buildings and structures
in 2010. Pre-demolition building surveys were conducted
and resulted in the removal/disposal of regulated wastes
and universal waste, such as fluids from engines and cooling systems, fluorescent light ballasts, switches, smoke
detectors, paint chips, and polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB)
containing materials. The pre-demolition activities also included an extensive asbestos containing material (ACM)
abatement effort, covering a wide range of ACM sources, such as floor tiles, cement siding, blown-in insulation,

wallboard, adhesives, joint compounds, fireproofing material, roofing felt, roofing shingles, and many other items.
Because most of the buildings on the TRCB facility were
more than 50 years old, another important requirement
of the building pre-demolition planning included the
completion of a Historic Buildings Assessment Project,
in accordance with the requirements of the NYSOPRHP.
To satisfy this requirement, a study was performed, resulting in the preparation of a report entitled “Chevron
Beacon Historic Buildings Assessment Project, Former
Texaco Research Center.” Based on the findings and
recommendations of this report, a Letter of Resolution
(LOR) was signed by the NYSOPRHP, NYSDEC, and Chevron USA. The LOR documented compliance with the New
York State Historic Preservation Act, and described the
responsibilities of the signees.
The building demolition process was conducted as a “green
demolition”, whereby non-hazardous building demolition
material, including bricks and concrete, that can be used
as hard fill material was stockpiled on site for future use.
In addition, over 400 truckloads of recyclable materials
were removed off-site for processing.
The building demolition work was conducted in accordance with the building demolition permit issued by the
Town of Fishkill Building Department. The ACM abatement
work was completed in full compliance with the regulations established by the New York State Department of Labor under Industrial Code Rule 56. At the completion of
the building demolition project, a total of 39 buildings or
structures were demolished to the basement or slab level
and ACM abatement was completed in the 31 buildings
where ACM was present.
During the ACM abatement and demolition activities,
extensive measures were taken to maintain the health
and safety of the on-site workers, as well as the general
public. This included a Community Air Monitoring Program (CAMP), traffic management plan, stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP), and a building pre- and
post-demolition structural evaluation, and vibration monitoring program for buildings located in proximity to Building 67, along Maple Street and Old Glenham Road.
Current Status and Remaining Soil Impacted Areas and
Groundwater Plumes: Soil and groundwater tests completed to date have identified the presence of compounds
in certain areas associated with gasoline (BTEX- benzene,
toluene, ethylbenzene and xylenes), chlorinated compounds, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and
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metals such as mercury, arsenic and lead. In many cases
PAHs and metals are thought to be naturally occurring in
the area or from historical fill. Sitewide Soil Impacted Areas are identified below.
There are also several impacted groundwater plumes on
site, as depicted in the Overburden and Bedrock Groundwater Plume at the end of this section. The groundwater
plumes on the Main Campus portion of the facility, north
of Fishkill Creek are primarily impacted with chlorinated
hydrocarbons, while the plumes on the south side of Fishkill Creek, in the former Washington Avenue Tank Farm
area, primarily contain the BTEX petroleum hydrocarbon
compounds.
Ongoing investigations and soil testing: Ongoing environmental investigation work includes completion of the
soil “Data Gap” sampling and analyses to address on-site
and background locations and/or depths that have not
been previously sampled. The objective of this sampling
project is to obtain the applicable soil data to complete
the human health and ecological risk evaluations. The
human health and ecological risk evaluations are required

elements for the Sitewide Feasibility Study that is the basis
for determining the preferred remedial alternatives.
Additional ongoing environmental investigation work at
the TRCB facility includes continuation of the groundwater monitoring program under the Order on Consent.
Future Mitigation Scenarios as Redevelopment Proceeds:
The Feasibility Study, developed from the findings of the
site investigations and risk assessment evaluations, establishes the conceptual framework for the site cleanup criteria as approved by NYSDEC and NYSDOH. The additional
major elements of the site environmental remediation are
the Proposed Remedial Action Plan (PRAP), Record of Decision (ROD), Remedial Design and Construction, and LongTerm Operation & Maintenance (O&M). In an equivalent
manner to the site environmental investigation process,
NYSDEC and NYSDOH maintain the primary responsibility
for oversight and compliance of the environmental remediation process, until regulatory closure (i.e. site cleanup),
is achieved. Public participation opportunities are also included in the various remediation program elements.
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1.3 Understanding the Real Estate Market
A market study was conducted prior to engaging with the
public in order to better understand what types of development would work best for this site and in this particular
market. The market study examines the local demographics of Dutchess County, examines the trends in different
market sectors, and looks at comparable developments
happening nearby. Collectively, this information provides a
detailed look at the real estate market and economic conditions in the area and informs the redevelopment framework suggested for the site.

Demographics
Dutchess County, New York lies in the south-eastern corner of the state, approximately 50 miles north of New York
City and 80 miles south of Albany. The county is bounded
to the East by the state of Connecticut, to the west by the
Hudson River, to the south by Putnam County, and to the
north by Columbia County.
The county has a population of nearly 300,000 residents,

Small Graphic

with the Town of Fishkill accounting for 22,107 residents
and the city of Beacon accounting for an additional 15,541
residents; the largest city in the county is Poughkeepsie
with 33,736 residents.
The population of Dutchess County is well educated with
educational attainment roughly one percent higher at every
level than the national average. This educated workforce
also translates into higher mean household incomes, roughly $18,000 higher than the national average, and median
home prices $36,000 higher than the national average.
Employment in the region is stable with unemployment
rates similar to the national average. Major industries in
the county include Healthcare, Education, Professional
Services, and Retail. In part due to the presence of two
Metro-North rail lines in the county, there is also a share of
residents who commute to jobs in New York City. Average
commute times in the County average around 30 minutes,
but around a quarter of residents have commute times
over 45 minutes.

Small Graphic
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Market Trends
Retail: The strength of the retail market in this area is moderate. The vacancy rate for retail space is rising and vacant
properties spend on average around ten months on the
market. These factors mean that retail space on the site
may be difficult to sell and suggests a targeted approach
to selecting occupants.
In particular a mix of convenience retail, like pharmacies
small grocers, coffee shops, and other amenities serving
the local residents would make sense in this location. Additionally, due to the scenic character of the site, some
specialty retail may also be appropriate as well as “maker”
space for local artists and craftspeople.

Retail Occupancy and Rental Rates

Office: The office market in the area is characterized by
significant volatility. The occupancy rate has generally
been trending upward but the rental rates have seen significant fluctuations over the last decade.
There is also the likelihood of a large amount of new office
space coming on the market due to a developer, Natural
Resources, purchasing 300 acres of a former IBM campus
in East Fishkill. The developer has stated they plan to develop an “iPark” which would include a repositioning of
some of the existing 2 million square feet of existing office
and industrial space for new tenants.

New Retail Development

Due to the market and the specific characteristics of the
site, smaller office space on the ground floor of residential buildings would be more appropriate here than standalone office towers. Tenants like medical and professional
service providers would be suited to this environment.
Residential: The local market for residential is relatively
strong with good indicators in the multifamily rental and
condo market, as well as in the market for single-family
homes.

Office Occupancy and Rental Rates

For multifamily rental units the vacancy rate is rising slightly, however it is still fairly low at around 3.5%. Rental rates
have seen some variation in the last several years but are
generally high. Demand for condos has been high in the
area as well.

New Office Development
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Single family home sales have also been strong in the area.
Inventory on the market is declining and prices have stabilized since dropping from a peak before the last recession.
For all housing types, new construction is down from highs
in the 1980s to the early 2000s. This may be due to a desire from Millennials to move into more densely populated urban areas. This trend has started to see a shift, with
more Millennials starting to move to suburban areas. If
this trend holds up Beacon and Fishkill, which have access
to rail lines and are in commuting distance to New York
City, may see an increase in demand in the future.

Multifamily Residential Occupancy and Rental Rates

A mix of single family, both attached and detached homes,
and multifamily apartments would be the best fit for this
site. Mixed-use buildings with commercial or small office
on the ground floor and apartments above would be a
good fit on the northern campus portion of the site, along
with townhomes. On the southern portion of the site, the
“Back 93”, single family homes would be well suited.
Hospitality: There are 14 hotels in Beacon and Fishkill and
a new Comfort Inn and Suites is set to open in late 2018.
These hotels have a total of 1,417 rooms and an average
price of $175 per room per night.

New Residential Deliveries - All Unit Types

Given the nature of the site, a small boutique hotel with
around 20 - 30 rooms would be the best fit. Specifically a
hotel with fine dining and a banquet hall, and the ability to
host events such as weddings, would suit the market here
and be a good fit for the location and the site. There are
similar projects in the surrounding towns which have seen
success using this model.
Residential Churn - Home Sales per Month

Median Home Sales Price
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Market Comparables
Residential: The market comparables examined for residential products included both single family developments
as well as multifamily apartment buildings. Hopewell
Glenn - The Gardens represents the higher end of the
market with large detached single family homes on lots of
a third to a half of an acre. Fishkill Woods would represent
the market for townhomes. The units in this development
are 2 stories and roughly 1,500 square feet in size.
For multifamily apartments, several properties were also
examined, including two in Beacon and another in Poughkeepsie. One of the buildings in Beacon, 1 East Main
Street, was an adaptive reuse of an existing mill building
which also includes commercial space on the ground floor.
This type of mixed-use building would be a good model for
the northern campus portion of the site.
Hospitality: There were several different brands and classes of hotels in the area to serve as comparables, but the
boutique Roundhouse at Beacon Falls in nearby Beacon
was an ideal model for the hospitality component of Glenham Mills. This small 23 room hotel also includes a spa and
a banquet facility geared towards events like weddings.
This is a model which should be adapted to the Glenham
Mills site.
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Prototypical Density Redevelopment Program
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1.4 Redevelopment Program
The Redevelopment Program reflects insights gained from
the market study. Through the lens of recent economic
activity, it is possible to gauge the markets acceptance
of different uses as an indicator of near term demand.
The market interpretation is coupled with an impression
of the sites physical attributes. Access, topography, and
unique environmental features contribute to the understanding of both the suitability and specific types of uses.
The recommendations provided herein are influenced by
the craft and entrepreneurial maker market place that has
grown organically in the region.
Redevelopment of the former TRCB site should establish a new Village Center on the historic footprints of
the research facility. In recognition of the importance of
conservation in the repurposing of the site, there is an opportunity to conserve a significant majority of the Church
site, as well as significant areas of the 93 Acre parcel on
the south side of Fishkill Creek, while transferring density
to a village enclave of a scale that can be economically
viable and self-sustaining.
Buildings in the proposed enclave should be of a scale
that compliments the setting and scale of surrounding
communities. Zoning can be adapted to allow residential
and commercial office uses to stack above commercial retail. At the hub of the project, there is an attractive public
space supporting events and providing an identifiable nucleus for the village.
There is an opportunity to harness the beauty of the natural setting including Fishkill Creek and the gorge below
the dam as an attractive setting for both residential uses
and visitor-oriented food, beverage, and hospitality operations.
The Washington Street bridge should be replaced to improve traffic connectivity across the creek, as well as funnel traffic and pedestrian movement towards the center
of a new village enclave.
The two unique economic mainstays of the region, tourism
and creative culture, can contribute to the identity of this
new place. With the trail head for nearby Beacon Mountain at the southern end of the South 93 Parcel, potential
conversion of the Metro North Railroad right of way to a
multiuse trail creates a ready market for visitor-oriented
hospitality, food and beverage and recreational outfitting.

The identification of Beacon as a cultural destination in
conjunction with Dia Beacon, Riggio Galleries, complimented by the existence of a thriving arts community,
offers insights into market for commercial lease space.
There is an unmet demand for gallery space, studio space,
and live work space. Continuing unmet demand for this
type of space in the surrounding communities has resulted in increased rents and an affordability gap creating
the potential to meet this demand at a price point within
reach of the local community. An attractive feature of this
use is its ability to be configured as a stand-alone or as a
part of a larger mixed-use structure.
A commercial and residential enclave which connects
with and compliments the commercial and arts interests
in neighboring communities is a viable development plan.
Such an undertaking would require very little leasing to
national chains, where economic operations are dependent on highly visible auto-dependent use patterns, which
exist almost to the point of over-saturation along the surrounding arterial routes.
In every case, this redevelopment program should be of
scale and character that reflects its purpose while still
fitting comfortably within a small village center. More
specifically, the following use types and the prototypical
characteristics of their associated typologies were identified for further consideration.

Commercial Retail
This type of use includes a very wide range of uses and
tenancies. Depending on the tenancy, increments of
leased space vary widely from 200 square feet to 10,000
to 15,000 square feet. Uses include Hospitality, Specialty
Merchandise, Fashion and Specialty Goods Galleries, Studio Space and Maker space.

Hospitality
Following the example of the Roundhouse Hotel in Beacon,
a boutique hotel could support a destination-oriented visitor and leverages access to recreational, craft, and cultural
opportunities. Such a facility would be successfully complimented by meeting and banquet space. With a resulting
gross area of approximately 14,000 square feet.
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Specialty Merchandising - Recreation and Outfitting
The areas’ success as a destination for outdoor recreation supports the inclusion of a specialty retailer serving this market.
While large format stores exist in nearby retail destinations, a
niche market exists for high end outfitting for the community of recreational hikers, bicyclists, and kayakers and campers
visiting the area. A 10,000 gross square foot lease space with
mezzanine space will sufficiently accommodate sales floor
and inventory space. This operation would serve as a complimentary anchor to the in-line retail at the Village Center and
act as a destination in itself.

Inline Retail - Fashion and Specialty Goods Galleries,
Studio Space and Maker space

Boutique Hotel

The most diverse category of Commercial Retail includes a variety of small shops and businesses that would typically line
the streets and lanes of a small village. In addition to high-end
fashion and arts offerings the selection of tenants should be
curated to include useful services, conveniences, and traditional merchants such as hardware, wine and spirits, and personal care. While their depths can vary, 60’ feet represents
an average that accommodates the greatest range of tenants
as well as allowing it to be located in the base of residential
and office uses. The consultant team envisions tenants ranging from 12 to 36 feet wide aligned in block length increments.
The primary streets of the village should have this type of use
at the street level.
Commercial Storefront

Commercial Food and Beverage
A range of food and beverage venues support both visitor
and local customer bases and include:
White Tablecloth - A white tablecloth venue synergizes
with the hospitality use, offering banquet, and event catering as well as fine dining. It must be in close proximity
to, and could be operated out of the hotel to share back
of house operations. In conjunction with a program of
weekend and evening programmed events in the village
center, 1-2 fine dining venues could support the destina60
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Food Hall

tion character of the development and showcasing the
culinary arts and offerings of the region. This program assumes that these operations would require 5,000 square
feet on a single level.
Food Hall - As a combined response to the destination orientation of the development, a Food Hall concept offers
a venue for local purveyors to showcase their products
while sharing overhead costs. With the resurgence of craft
brewing and cider manufacturing in the region, the Food
hall should be invested with the licenses necessary to serve
alcohol, and as well host occasional outdoor events in conjunction with the Village center. This program envisions a
facility large enough to support 6- 10 tenants equal to between 14,000 and 23,000 square feet.
Casual Dining - The market likely will support a limited
number of casual and fast casual restaurant options.
However, the village economy will likely not have the
depth to support national chain restaurants, all of whom
are already located along established local highways. Opportunities do exist for between 1 and 3 locally owned
vendors to locate here, and a good sandwich, sub, and
pizza shop in the village could strongly contribute to a successful local economy. At this time the program does not
identify the need for liquor license or nightclub uses to
be approved by zoning. However, this use with an entertainment license, under the proper set of controls, would
contribute the array of entertainment in the community
and contribute to the sense of place in the village center.
Coffee Café - With a wide range of roasters and barista in
the community, an opportunity exists for a locally based
vendor. Menu offerings could include breakfast and lunch
and hours could extend into the evening. It is possible
that this use could have multiple locations serving populations on either side of the creek. This use also uses a
nominal 60’ depth as a functional module and its size will
reflect the nature of the business.

Outdoor Cafe Seating

Maker Space

Loft Office
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Commercial Office
Across the region, the economies afforded by repurposing
existing large scale corporate facilities will absorb surplus
large format office tenants. Speculative and Build to Suit
commercial office space has migrated to the Rt. 52 corridor or clustered in local downtowns and village centers to
take advantage of the combination of high visibility and
inexpensive land to accommodate surface parking.
The demand for multistory office space in smaller rental
increments supports the development of smaller format
multi-tenant office space with dividable footprints of approximately 12,000 gross square feet. This product can
support education uses such as classroom and administrative space for satellite extension of local higher education.
It can accommodate the needs of small to mid-size professional services firms such as accounting, and personnel
agencies, and medical practices. These uses are viable as
second and third story tenancies above ground level retail. The small scale of the structure – between 30,000 and
50,000 square feet reduce the increment of investment
and risk and allow development of this type of use in an
incremental manner.

north of the site—a terraced grade change of approximately 50’—make site work associated with configuring
the site for large format industrial uses expensive and not
economically viable compared to similar properties on
flatland adjacent to Rt 84.
As an alternative, smaller scale facilities, blending the
characteristics of industrial space with traditional retail
space, would fill a market niche unique to the Beacon market. The areas recent emergence as a hub for artisanal
craft and artwork and the concurrent increase in market
demand for studio space suggest that Small Scale Fabrication, Maker Space and Studio Space would be viable uses.
Small Scale Fabrication space would be industrial in nature
with large footprint, sub-dividable shell space with few
amenities, 18-20’ clear floor to ceiling and loading bays
equipped with overhead doors. Suitable for large scale assembly work including woodworking, welding and metal
work and glass work. Maker space would be a smaller format occupancy with less requirement for floor space, but
similarly fit up as shell space to accommodate the specific
needs of metal working, pottery work, textile work, and
wood working. Studio space would be a more traditional
fit out with conditioned space, finished floors walls and
ceilings, able to support painting, jewelry making, photography. In each case, the occupancy would support direct sales.

Industrial
While the site is zoned for manufacturing, and industrial
uses are a part of the legacy of uses for the site, the available access to the site, and the evolution of the market
place for large-format industrial and manufacturing uses
leads us to shift our focus away from this use as a primary function of the sites reuse. The requirement for ever
increasing scale as a factor of economic viability pushes
industrial uses towards relatively flat terrain, to allow for
unimpeded access and allow for growth. The decreasing role of rail service and increasing reliance of tractor
trailer logistics has a particularly important influence on
site selection. The former TRCB site’s location, the inconvenience of accessing Rt 84 via Rt 52, accessible only by
narrow residential Old Glenham Road and or Washington
Avenue are all limiting factor in its ability to successfully
be purposed for industrial use. Further, bifurcation of
the site by Fishkill Creek, and the dramatic slopes to the
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Residential
As identified in the market study, the residential market in
the region is healthy yet constrained by the limits of new
types of product offerings in the market. Examples of high
end rental and condominium development exist within
the market, as well as many examples of completed developments by national home builders. Offering both rental
and for sale units with a range of product offerings would
match the interests of a broader market than is usually addressed in a single development. This diversity is essential
to creating community and long term economic viability of
the project. Through the course of the charrette process
the community articulated a clear desire to translate single family development patterns into more compact and

sustainable residential typologies, recognizing the mutual
interest of open space resource conservation and creating a viable economic enclave in the village center.
The program identifies a range of 6 different residential
product types to meet this demand. The for-sale typologies include Single family and townhouse development
and multifamily residences and lofts. The rental typologies
include podium multifamily and live work apartments.
Single Family - Garage Attached Single Family Homes (Estate Homes). While there is no desire on the part of the
community to create a large scale development focused on
this product, there is a market for larger footprint homes.
As articulated in the program, these homes would have
an average area of 3,000 gross square feet, 2-4 bedrooms
and attached garages. With a maximum of 3 stories, the
product type is suitable to establish a scale relationship in
locations with existing Hamlet residences, or in a limited
number of clustered enclaves.

Single Family “Cluster” Homes

Garage Townhomes - This product type offers a compact
development solution for residential ownership. As described in the program, these 2,600 gross square feet, 2½
story townhouses include 2/3 bedrooms and garages.

Townhomes

Multifamily Condominium - Podium Multifamily Residential options offer a unique product to an under-served
residential segment in the beacon marketplace. Recent
transaction show very high values and absorption for this
type of product with a target demographic of new households, empty-nesters, and second home buyers. The
building typology fits in scale with the proposed village
center and its population will support a vital and diverse
village economy. It can be designed to incorporate parking into its lower floor and can accommodate a veneer
of retail uses at street level. Fitness and dining amenities associated with the typology will be attractive to surrounding residents and enrich the social dynamic of the
community. Its compact footprint supports a smarter and
more sustainable development solution. For planning
purposes, the typical unit is assumed to be a 2 bedroom

Multifamily Apartments
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1,200 gross square feet unit, with 1.5 dedicated parking
spaces in a 65’ wide double loaded corridor configuration.

to support the project needed to be identified in order to
assess the impact on the public.

Urban Loft - Urban Loft Residential options are more
compact and offer a downsizing option for in town living.
Typically configured with open floorplates and tall ceilings,
the product is appealing to a wide variety of purchasers.
For planning purposes, the typical unit is assumed to be
a 1 + bedrooms 850 gsf unit with 1.0 dedicated parking
space per unit in a 65’ wide double loaded corridor configuration.

Open Space

Multifamily Rental - Podium Multifamily rental options
utilize similar organizational principals as the for sale
product, but reduce program and amenities to respond
to the demographics of the rental market. For planning
purposes, the typical unit is assumed to be a 2 bedroom
1,000 gross square feet unit in a 60’ wide double loaded
corridor configuration, with 1.0 dedicated parking surface
parking spaces per unit. This typology similarly lends itself
to a village setting where it can incorporate retail uses into
its base and where its resident population can add to the
vitality of the district.
Live Work Apartments - Co-locating living space with
the studio space identified elsewhere offers a unique
living alternative for individuals with a craft and arts entrepreneurial lifestyle. The units are modestly sized 1 +
bedrooms at 850 gross square feet with at-grade surface
parking.

A variety of categories of open-space will be introduced
as a part of the Beacon program. These spaces range in
scale from significant signature spaces providing gathering space and civic identity, to active and passive recreational open space. Through the charrette process, the
community identified a variety of areas worthy of conservation, including the Church property and substantial
areas of the south 93 parcel. In addition, the shoreline
of Fishkill Creek was recognized as a unique setting for a
shoreline promenade as well as for recreational activities.
These landmark areas are knitted together by a network
of arterial and local streets which serve both pedestrians
and vehicles. The typology of these streets is covered
elsewhere in this report.

Public Safety, Schools and Recreation Facilities
Citizens recognize that the introduction of significant new
populations will have potential impacts on the capacity
of public facilities. As a part of further definition of the
redevelopment program, the impact of additional school
age populations, as well as other populations with special
needs will need to be assessed to determine the adequacy of public facilities. At this time, it is impossible to predict the requirements programmatically.

Community Facilities
Through the course of dialogue with the Community
members, programs for open space, conservation space,
streets and pedestrian ways, public safety, schools and
recreation facilities were identified as important resources for the community. In addition, local residents recognized that the infrastructure of utility systems necessary
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Open Space - Plazas

Roads and Utility Infrastructure
As the program for development of the former TRCB site
evolves, capacity of the infrastructure will need to be assessed and the scale of improvements necessary to support the needs of new populations will be determined. It
is clear that the development can incorporate significant
legacy infrastructure into its program including the ability
to generate hydroelectric power; the ability to utilize the
existing well and water storage cistern on the property
to supply potable water. The property also has available
sewage treatment capacity which can be repurposed in
support of the new development. Consideration should
be given to the potential for the system to be expanded
to accommodate local residents without service taking

advantage of economies of scale and public financing alternatives to secure long term public improvements. The
programmatic impact and specific building requirements
will be determined as the development plans evolve.
Roads in the new development will be designed as complete streets and sized to accommodate new demands. It
will be important to recognize the limitations of the existing road network surrounding the property. Particularly at key intersections connecting to Old Glenham Road
and Washington Avenue. The project benefits from the
long-term capital improvement budgeting established for
the replacement of Maple Street bridge, and will need to
participate in a public dialogue related to the location and
connectivity and profile of the replacement facility.

Median Redevelopment Program - Based on Market Study - Used as Basis for Community Charrette Activities

Section 1 | Project Understanding
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Section 2: Design Charrette
This section of the report documents the process and
outcomes of the charrette.

This page left intentionally blank.

2.1 Defining Community Values and Vision
During 2017 and 2018, the Chevron planning and design
team worked with local stakeholders to help establish a
vision and framework for the former Texaco Beacon Research Center (TRCB). This public participation process
was oriented toward building consensus and designed
to make sure that those most affected by the framework
were also involved in making it. The process emphasized
shared fact finding, where stakeholders worked together
with the design team to vet maps, data, and analyses. It
also included multiple opportunites for realistic design alternatives to be generated and tested against community
values and vision. The public process involved a number
of events: Community Advisory Panel Meetings, Working
Group Meetings, a four-day Design Charrette in September, and a follow-up Planning Meeting in October. The
purpose and results of these events are described below.

to the CAP, and also presented a preliminary market study
and a current status of the site.
The next CAP meeting was April 12, 2017. This meeting
also included members of a newly formed Working Group,
comprised of local residents identified by the CAP who
wanted to provide input into the charrette process. At this
meeting, the group discussed presentation materials and
shared fact-finding for the upcoming charrette.
On May 17, 2017, the project team and Working Group
met to review site and regional data, such as traffic volumes, floodplains, zoning, land use, ecology, greenways
and trails, transportation networks, and real estate market trends, as well as mapping produced by the project
team.

Community Advisory Panel and Working Group Meetings On July 12, 2017, the Working Group met to preview SepDuring the course of 2017, the project team held a series
of meetings at the Slater Chemical Fire Hall, with a Community Advisory Panel (CAP) and Working Group.
The first meeting was March 9, 2017. At this meeting, the
project team introduced the upcoming charrette process

tember’s charrette agenda and exercises. Participants
were given an update on environmental activities and
remediation sequencing. Next, the group was presented
with updated market study findings, which showed that
the site could support mixed-use development. By the end
of the meeting, the group agreed that they were ready for
the charrette in September.

Student Visioning Exercise
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September Charrette
In September 2017, the Chevron consultant team facilitated a multi-day public charrette consisting of activities
designed to help local residents express their ideas for
the project and explore alternatives for the future. Activities included a Listening Session that gave attendees
a chance to identify problems and opportunities that
needed to be addressed, and to list community values
or guiding principles. Also, community members visited
the site and the neighborhood on a Walking Tour with the
consulting team, working to identify important issues and
opportunities. The culminating events of the public charrette were a Student Visioning Exercise, a Density Exercise
Night, and a Modeling Workshop that allowed local residents to explore future scenarios for the TRCB site.
Public Listening Workshop & Site Tours: The Listening
Session Workshop was held Wednesday, September 13,
2017, at the Fishkill Town Hall (807 Route 52). The workshop began with dinner, followed by an introduction to
the site and a discussion of the past, present, and future
of Glenham and the former TRCB. Workshop participants
were given maps and led through a series of questions
with the goal of generating a list of what things are working well in the area, what needs to be fixed, and what
is needed for the future. The results of this exercise are
shown in Appendix A.
In addition to the listening sessions, site tours were held
Friday, September 15th. Participants gathered at the Slater Fire House (76 Old Glenham Road) for site orientation.
Guided bus tours of the site departed at 1:00, 2:30, and
4:00 PM.

1. Utilities
• Water Needs– on site well that supported facility
provides an opportunity for new development
• Sewer Needs – consultants should evaluate
capacity based on proposed development needs
2. Tax Revenue vs. Cost of New Services
3. Roads and Traffic
• Traffic impact should be carefully analyzed
• Developer will conduct full traffic study
4. Schools
• Continued engagement needed with Beacon City
Schools
5. Open Space and Natural Resources
Remediation
• Continued engagement needed with NYSDEC
Student Visioning Exercise: On Thursday, September
14th, the consultant team visited Beacon High School and
led two sessions with a group of high school seniors in the
school’s Participation in Government class. Consultants
started the sessions with a brief introductory presentation. Then, students divided into groups of 8-10. Each
group was given a map, markers, and a set of stickers.
Consultants led the students through a basic site analysis
to identify development constraints, and a series of questions to encourage students to discuss and record their
preferred vision for the site.

A number of key issues and opportunities were raised at
these events. Some of the key themes are below:

Overall, students indicated that the surrounding area lacks
facilities for teenagers to spend time and recreate, and
that future development on this site should provide these
uses. Elements which students imagined for the site included:

Public Site Tour

Working Group Meeting
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facilities for sports, both indoor and outdoor
(most groups emphasized this)
Community center
Community gardens
Protected wildlife habitat
Development along Fishkill Creek, which could
include residential units and senior housing
Trails, picnic areas
Schools
Entertainment and retail

Land Use & Density Exercise Night: The Density Exercise
Night was held Friday, September 15th, from 5:30-8:30
p.m. at the Fishkill Town Hall. The event began with dinner,
followed by an introductory presentation. The main activity of the evening was an exploration of the relationship
between land use and density. This exercise introduced
participants to the fundamental principles of conservation development by exploring different alternatives for
arranging a “prototypical” development yield on the TRCB
site.
At the beginning of the exercise, 1 acre “chips” representing
a prototypical density of detached single-family homes (4
units/acre) and commercial uses (10,000 square feet/acre)
were shown covering most of the site on each group’s map.
Participants took turns trading in groups of these prototypical density chips for higher density chips. With higher density chips, the same total residential and commercial yield
took up a smaller area of the map. Groups could arrange
these chips as they wished. The exercise resulted in a series
of maps showing each group’s preferences for density and
location of development.

ed southern parcel as open space. Besides yielding useful
design input, this approachable planning exercise helped
participants “think like a developer” while grappling with
the complexities of planning, density, land use, and conservation. The full results are shown in Appendix A.
Visioning/Model Workshop: The culminating event of
the charrette, a Public Visioning and Modeling Workshop,
was held Saturday, September 16th, from 8:30-1:00 p.m.
at the Fishkill Town Hall. Workshop participants were divided into two groups and given a basemap and a range
of 3D building blocks representing the size and shape of
potential commercial, industrial, residential, and mixed
use buildings. Participants spent the morning selecting
and arranging these building blocks to create plausible
development ideas for the site. At the end of the group
work session, each model was photographed and each
group presented their ideas. Building on the previous
night’s density exercise, most participants clustered development on the northern part of the site. One group
who showed development in the southern parcel concentrated most buildings in the north along Washington
Ave, with the remaining buildings sited along the parcel’s
existing roads and clearings. The full results are shown in
Appendix A.

Glenham Mills Planning Meeting

In general, groups chose to use high density to consolidate
most development onto the previously-disturbed northern
part of the site, while conserving much of the large wood-

On the evening of October 11, 2017, over 80 people attended a planning meeting at the Slater Chemical Fire Hall. The
meeting began with an introduction and a presentation of
case studies of relevant development examples. This was
followed by the main event of the evening, a continuation
of the 3D modeling design exercise from September. Participants formed small groups, and arranged color-coded
building blocks representing potential commercial, industrial, and residential buildings on aerial photo basemaps of

Public Listening Workshop

Working Group Meeting
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the site. Participants could create mixed-use buildings by
stacking different kinds of blocks.
At the end of the meeting, each table presented their vision for the site to the whole group. Participants remained
engaged through the course of the meeting, with questions and discussions among themselves and with the
consultant team throughout the evening.
In general, participants showed development concentrated on the former campus parcel north of Fishkill Creek.
Many groups arranged mixed use buildings along Old Glenham Rd, to tie into the Hamlet center. Groups also showed
development along the former driveways and roads within the TRCB site, forming courtyards and outdoor spaces
in between clusters of buildings. Participants tended to
site taller buildings at the lower elevations along Fishkill
Creek, to soften their perceived height and preserve views
to the hills from Old Glenham Rd. Most groups avoided or
minimized development on the old church parcel. Participants had the option to propose the location of a potential
updated bridge to Washington Ave, with many choosing
to have the new bridge enter in the middle of the former
campus site, bringing traffic through a busier “Main St”
in their developments. The full results of the modelling
workshop are shown in Appendix A.

Visioning/Model Workshop

Consultant introducing the main activity of the Land Use & Density Exercise Night
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2.2 Testing Density and Use
The former Texaco campus was built on the site of the
original Glenham Mill village, which centered on the old
woolen mill and the dam that powered it. Constructed
long before the automobile, the village was compact and
walkable, consisting of a grid of streets running between
the main road and the rail line. The significant change in
grade from the road to the mill, not to mention the possibility of flooding, were constraints the original builders
accepted in order to take advantage of the Creek’s steady
supply of power.
The original mill village, as well as the Texaco Campus that
replaced it, dealt with these challenges by running access
streets down the hill from Old Glenham Road, with other
streets running perpendicularly, parallel to the slope and
the creek. The buildings stepped down the hill in between
the streets, and the building foundations acted as retaining walls, taking up the change in grade. Thus many of the
buildings had at least one additional story exposed on the
downhill side.
These same approaches are reflected in many of the proposals by Model Workshop groups, and they can help
provide for efficient redevelopment of the site today. To
explore these possibilities in more detail than was possible
with the flat base maps from the Model Workshop, the
project team prepared a simple model of the site at a scale
of 1 inch equals 40 feet (right), showing the central “Main
Street” spine concept also described in Scenario One (see
Section 3). Each contour of the model represents a five
foot change in grade. The resulting model shows how
buildings could step down the hill, and also demonstrates
how uses could be mixed vertically within buildings. The
model uses the same model pieces that were used for the
Charrette Modeling workshop, with yellow for residential,
blue for office, red for commercial, and purple for parking.

The potential new bridge could extend from the high ground at Washington
Avenue across the Creek and intersect the site well above the floodplain.
Section 2 | Design Charrette
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Larger mixed-use buildings at the core of the village could step down the slope, with parking on the lower level (purple, above). With the significant grade
change between the highpoint of the site along Old Glenham Road and the creek, even four or five-story buildings would be largely invisible from the Road.
Parking decks or enclosed garages between buildings could have entrances on two levels without the need for ramps within the structure.

Larger apartment and mixed-use
blocks will fit well on the terraces
where the former laboratory buildings
stood. Sloping, rolling topography
could be better site for smaller residential units. In this view Old Glenham Road is to the left, with a park
occupying the high ground around
the historic Sargent Hemlock, (left
side of image). Townhouses surround
a sloping block in the foreground,
with an alley at the center providing
access to garages, shown in purple.
Townhouses can easily be set into the
slope, with walk-out basements and
or garages in the lower level.
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Section 3: Redevelopment Framework
This section describes the exploration of development scenarios, assuming a
base density of 4 units/acre and an alternative scenario with no development
on the land south of the creek. It also identifies guiding principles and suggests
implementation strategies.

This page left intentionally blank.

3.1 Redevelopment Scenarios
The following scenarios represent four different approaches to redeveloping the Glenham Mills site, based on the
principles of a traditional mixed-use village. Each scenario
takes into account an understanding of the site: Where are
sensitive areas, floodplains and steep slopes that should be
avoided? Where are the areas that have been most heavily
disturbed and need to be reclaimed? Where are the best
locations for entrances and road connections? As a result,
all four scenarios start with some common-sense proposals - including setting aside much of the South 93 and the
Church Property as open space, and locating the core of the
new village on the site of the former TRCB.
The four scenarios also reflect the exploration of scale,
density and character that occurred during the charrette
process. Based on the “density exercise,” we learned
that a traditional village density of 8 units per acre for
single-family homes, increasing to 24 units per acre for
apartments, could be a good fit for the site - as long as
the more developed portions of the site are balanced with
protected open space. As a result, in each scenario more
than two-thirds of the site is set aside as open space.
Through the review of numerous case studies, participants
in the charrette process learned about similar mixed-use
villages that have been built in recent decades. These examples demonstrate that traditional village density can be
attractive, especially when combined with shared amenities like parks, greenways and trail connections. Attractive,
walkable, tree-lined streets provide a focus for activity and
create a unified setting for different building types.
Charrette participants were asked to use model pieces
representing different building types to create a preferred
approach to redeveloping the site. The resulting models
varied widely in their details, but most seemed to lean toward centering the new village on the core of the original
Texaco campus, while limiting development on the South
side to a smaller neighborhood cluster surrounded by
open space. While some followed a “Main Street” model

and others more of a campus approach, all of the models
balanced areas of homes and shops with significant areas
of open space, with conservation areas surrounding the
village centers connected to a network of parks and trails
running along the creek and through the center of the
new neighborhoods.
At the beginning of the modeling exercise, participants
were given a stack of model building pieces representing
hundreds of residential units and thousands of square feet
of commercial space. The general mix of unit types and
commercial, office and other uses was developed based
on a real estate market study that suggests that smaller
homes and apartments, combined with a wide variety of
commercial space, could be successful in the marketplace.
Several participants wondered how the number of buildings was established. How many new residents and
workers would be moving to the site, and what impacts
would result on schools, water supply and other Town
services? Would increased traffic cause congestion on local roads and intersections? Who would pay for a new
bridge to replace the current Washington Avenue bridge
over Fishkill Creek?
These important questions will be answered in due course,
and will play an essential role in the Town’s planning and
permitting process as the project moves forward. For now,
the redevelopment scenarios demonstrate a level of development that seems appropriate to the size and physical
capacity of the site and reflects the character and density
of the surrounding Hamlet. While development will be
concentrated on the original Texaco campus, the average
density across the entire site will likely be comparable to
the density currently allowed in the Glenham Historic District (15,000 square feet per residential unit and .25 floor
area ratio (FAR) for commercial uses). Construction of new
roads, homes and businesses will be balanced by conservation of more than a hundred acres of parks and other
permanently-protected open space.
Section 3 | Redevelopment Framework
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Scenario One
The first scenario shows a mixed-use village focused on
a new “main street” that runs from Old Glenham Road
south through the core of the original campus, and across
the Fishkill Creek to Washington Avenue on a new bridge
(1). New development is concentrated on areas of the old
Texaco campus which were most heavily disturbed, with
most of the South 93, Church property and Fishkill Creek
corridor set aside as open space.
Circulation: The new “Main Street” acts as the central
spine for the new village center, and could allow for the
closure of the current Washington Avenue bridge. A
rough grid of smaller, secondary roads run at right angles
to the main street spine, providing access to new residential neighborhoods. Several secondary entrances on
Old Glenham Road ease vehicular circulation by providing
multiple ways to get through the village during busy times.
Wherever possible, vehicular access to individual house
lots and parking garages would be by means of shared
driveways or rear alleys, allowing the street frontage to be
reserved primarily for pedestrian walks and landscaping.
On the South side of the village, Washington Avenue provides principal access to a secondary village center (2). An
extension to the Main Street spine runs South from Washington Ave to provide access to the interior of the block.
Land Use: “Main Street” is lined with mixed-use buildings,
with shops, restaurants and other commercial uses on the
ground floor and offices or apartments on two or three
floors above them. Extending East, West or South away from
the core are residential neighborhoods. Close to the center,
and extending along the high banks overlooking the creek
are apartments (3), with close access to shops and cafes in
the center of the village. Further away from the center and
the creek, streets are lined with small lots for single-family
homes and townhouses (4). This pattern continues on the
South side of the creek, with a smaller mixed-use center on
the corner of Washington Avenue, overlooking the site of
the original Glenham railroad station. Across Washington
Avenue, apartments, single-family homes and townhouses fan out around the intersection. New homes would be
designed to complement the character of existing houses
along Washington Avenue.
Open Space and Recreation: In all four scenarios, the
church property, South 93 and creek corridor comprise the
largest continuous areas of conservation. In Scenario One
the church property would abut private house lots on the
West side of the village and continue over the hill to Old
Glenham Road (5). Walking trails could run from adjacent
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streets and create several loops through the site. An old
road bed with retaining walls on the Western edge of the
property could easily be improved as a multi-use trail, and
connect southwest across the rail road tracks to adjoining
trail down Fishkill Creek.
Land along the Fishkill Creek would likewise be set aside
as a permanent greenway, protecting wetlands and floodplains and the beautiful rock gorge below the dam (6). A
continuous trail would run parallel to the creek, linking the
apartments and single-family homes to the village center
and providing opportunities to extend East and West beyond the borders of the property (with permission of private landowners, of course).
The largest area of open space would be on the South 93,
where the existing ball field and all the woods to the south
could be preserved (7). This would preserve opportunities to turn the existing access road to the well and hilltop
storage tank into a multi-use trail that could be connected
(again across private land) to the Beacon Mountain trail system. Smaller walking trail loops could be established along
the ridge and along the low land along the Eastern boundary of the property.
Trails would connect the large conservation areas to a
series of parks and playground spaces within the village.
This could include a park surrounding the highpoint of the
site and the historic Sargent Hemlock and a “town square”
at the center of the village (8). Each block could have additional small playgrounds or pocket parks. Continuous
sidewalks and narrow right-of-ways between houselots
maintain links to the larger open space system, providing
multiple loops and many scenarios for walking.

Total Area

Commercial Floor
Area/Res. Units

Mixed Use
(Commercial FAR: 0.5)

7 Acres

155K SF / 85 Units

Residential 8 Units/Acre

23 Acres

85 Units

Residential 24 Units/Acre

7 Acres

180 Units

Office/Maker Space
(Commercial FAR: 1. 0)

0

170 Units

Total Acres Open Space*

111 Acres

-

Total Developed Area*

37 Acres

155K SF / 430 Units

Use

* Totals are approximate and exclude area for transportation, creek surface,
and the community recreation center.
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Scenario Two
The second scenario shows a village with mixed uses extending west along Old Glenham Road, then turning south
along the existing road through the site to the old mill,
which would be the focal point of the village (1). Access
to a new bridge across the Fishkill Creek would require a
jog around the mill site. As in Scenario One, new development is concentrated on areas of the old Texaco campus which were most heavily disturbed, with most of the
South 93, Church property and Fishkill Creek corridor set
aside as open space. A larger secondary village center
would follow the old road through the South 93.

church property, South 93 and creek corridor comprise the
largest continuous areas of conservation. Walking trails,
sidewalks and multi-use paths could be connected into a
continuous pedestrian network linking each neighborhood
to the surrounding open spaces and inward to a series of
neighborhood parks and playgrounds. In all scenarios, a
multi-use trail along the railroad right-of-way provides a
great opportunity to connect West to Beacon as well as
potentially to points East (6). The existing Washington Avenue bridge could be closed and replace or repurposed as
a multi-use trail link to the rail trail.

Circulation: One of the original campus access roads
would form the central spine for the new village center,
dead-ending on a secondary road that connects East-West
across the site parallel to the slope along the bench above
the mill. This connects to a grid of smaller, secondary
roads that connect back to Old Glenham Road, essentially duplicating the original campus road system. As in the
first scenario, streets would be lined with buildings, with
the interior of the blocks used for shared open space or
parking lots. As in the first scenario, shared driveways and
rear alleys would allow the street frontage to be reserved
primarily for pedestrian walks and landscaping,

A larger development cluster on the South 93 would reduce somewhat the area of open space to be preserved,
but would provide for larger conservation corridors along
the boundaries of the parcel. As in the other scenarios,
trails could easily connect (with permission to cross private land) to the Beacon Mountain trail system. Smaller
walking trail loops could be established along the ridge
and along the low land along the Eastern boundary of the
property.

On the South side of the village a road following the historic site access road provides principal access to a secondary
village center (2). Shared driveways and alleys again would
provide access to parking garages in the rear, allowing for
a more attractive streetscape.
Land Use: As in the first scenario, “Main Street” is lined
with mixed-use buildings, with apartments along the
creek and single-family neighborhoods at the periphery.
In Scenario Two, the village is designed to be a direct extension of the existing Glenham Hamlet center, with shops
and apartments starting at the Northeastern boundary.
A block of office or “maker space” uses could be located
close to the existing Hamlet center as well (3). As in all
three scenarios, an existing building on Old Glenham Road
could be the site of community recreation center (4).
On the South 93, new development would be set back
somewhat from Washington Avenue, extending along
the road into the site, with apartments at the entrance.
A mixed-use core overlooking a small open space would
serve as the focus for a neighborhood of small single-family homes, townhouses and apartments (5).
Open Space and Recreation: As in all four scenarios, the
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Within the village core, trails would connect the large conservation areas to three principal parks within the village.
This could include a park surrounding the historic Sargent
Hemlock, a park in the center of the opposite block accessed from Church Street and a “town square” in front of
the mill (7). As in the first scenario, continuous sidewalks
and narrow mid-block right-of-ways between houselots
provide convenient and continuous pedestrian access to
each corner of the village.

Total Area

Commercial Floor
Area/Res. Units

Mixed Use
(Commercial FAR: 0.5)

10 Acres

210K SF/115 Units

Residential 8 Units/Acre

14 Acres

110 Units

Residential 24 Units/Acre

13 Acres

315 Units

Office/Maker Space
(Commercial FAR: 1. 0)

2

86K SF

Total Acres Open Space*

106 Acres

-

Total Developed Area*

39 Acres

296K SF / 550
Units

Use

* Totals are approximate and exclude area for transportation, creek surface,
and the community recreation center.
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Scenario Three
The third scenario is driven by a different location for the
new bridge across the Fishkill Creek, this time further to
the east across the former tank farm(1). As in the other
scenarios, new development is concentrated on areas of
the old Texaco campus which were most heavily disturbed,
with most of the South 93, Church property and Fishkill
Creek corridor set aside as open space. A secondary village center would be located on the South 93.
Circulation: The main entrance to the village would be a
new road on the East side of the former Texaco campus,
running South from Old Glenham Road and crossing the
Fishkill Creek on a new bridge before ending on Washington Avenue. From this new access road, an East-West spine
through the village would run parallel to the slope past mill
and continue to the plateau on the West side of the site
above the creek (2). Existing roads would be repurposed
to connect back to Old Glenham Road (3). As in the first
scenario, parking lots and garages would be placed behind buildings in the center of the blocks, with access from
shared driveways and rear alleys, allowing the street frontage to be reserved primarily for pedestrian walks and landscaping,

the largest continuous areas of conservation. Walking
trails, sidewalks and multi-use paths could be connected
into a continuous pedestrian network linking each neighborhood to the surrounding open spaces and inward to
a series of neighborhood parks and playgrounds. In all
scenarios, a multi-use trail along the railroad right-of-way
provides a great opportunity to connect West to Beacon
as well as potentially to points East. The existing Washington Avenue bridge could be closed and replaced or repurposed as a multi-use trail link to the rail trail.
This scenario explores somewhat smaller parks within the
village center, with a focus again on preserving the historic
Sargent Hemlock, creating a park or playground next to the
recreation center, and providing a focal “town square” in
front of the mill 8). As in the other scenarios, continuous
sidewalks and narrow mid-block right-of-ways between
houselots provide convenient and continuous pedestrian
access to each corner of the village.

On the South side of the village existing access roads
would be improved to provide access to a secondary village center (4). Shared driveways and alleys again would
provide access to parking garages in the rear, allowing for
a more attractive streetscape.
Land Use: The East-West “Main Street” spine (2) would be
lined with mixed-use buildings, with apartments on upper
stories facing the creek. Additional apartments buildings
would extend along the creek frontage East and West. As in
Scenario Two, the village is an extension of the existing Glenham Hamlet center, with shops and apartments starting at
the Northeastern boundary. Office or “maker space” uses
could be located close to the existing Hamlet center (5). As
in all three scenarios, an existing building on Old Glenham
Road could be the site of community recreation center (6).
On the South 93, new development would have a significant setback from Washington Avenue, developed as a
compact square. Once again a mixed-use core overlooking a small open space would serve as the focus for a
neighborhood of small single-family homes, townhouses
and apartments (7).
Open Space and Recreation: As in all four scenarios, the
church property, South 93 and creek corridor comprise
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Total Area

Commercial Floor
Area/Res. Units

Mixed Use
(Commercial FAR: 0.5)

9 Acres

187K SF/105 Units

Residential 8 Units/Acre

16 Acres

125 Units

Residential 24 Units/Acre

10 Acres

240 Units

Office/Maker Space
(Commercial FAR: 1. 0)

5 Acres

194K SF

Total Acres Open Space*

107 Acres

-

Total Developed Area*

39 Acres

380K SF/470 Units

Use

* Totals are approximate and exclude area for transportation, creek surface,
and the community recreation center.
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Vehicular Route

Scenario Four
The fourth scenario shows all development concentrated north of Fishkill Creek, with the South 93 parcel kept
entirely as open space. Concentrating all development
on the northern Main Campus parcel would be achieved
through higher density mixed use development. In the
Main Campus parcel, a mixed use village (1) extends along
Old Glenham Road and south into the center of the site
to the old mill (2), which would be the focal point of the
village. Washington Avenue bridge could potentially be
replaced in the same location (3).
Circulation: One of the original campus access roads
would form the central spine for the new village center,
dead-ending on a secondary road that connects East-West
across the site parallel to the slope along the bench above
the mill. This connects to a grid of smaller, secondary
roads that connect back to Old Glenham Road, essentially
duplicating the original campus road system. As in the first
and second scenarios, streets would be lined with buildings, with the interior of the blocks used for shared open
space or parking lots. Shared driveways and rear alleys
would allow the street frontage to be reserved primarily
for pedestrian walks and landscaping.

provides a great opportunity to connect West to Beacon
as well as potentially to points East (9). In this scenario, because new development does not span both sides
of Fishkill Creek, the existing Washington Avenue bridge
could potentially be replaced in the same location (3) instead of constructing a new bridge in another location.
As in the other scenarios, trails could easily connect (with
permission to cross private land) to the Beacon Mountain
trail system. Smaller walking trail loops could be established along the ridge and along the low land along the
Eastern boundary of the property.
Within the village core in the northern parcel, trails would
connect the large conservation areas to three principal
parks within the village. This could include a park surrounding the historic Sargent Hemlock (10), a park in the
center of the opposite block accessed from Church Street
and a “town square” in front of the mill. As in the other
scenarios, continuous sidewalks and narrow mid-block
right-of-ways between houselots provide convenient and
continuous pedestrian access to each corner of the village.

Land Use: As in the first scenario, “Main Street” is lined
with mixed-use buildings, with higher density apartments
along the creek and along the eastern edge of the site (4),
and single-family neighborhoods at the western periphery
(5). The village is designed to be a direct extension of the
existing Glenham Hamlet center (6), with shops and apartments starting at the Northeastern boundary. A block of
office or “maker space” uses could be located close to the
existing Hamlet center as well (7). As in the other scenarios, an existing building on Old Glenham road could be the
site of community recreation center.
The Fishkill Creek corridor would be edged by uninterrupted parks and open space (8). On the South 93 parcel,
trails, trails would connect through the preserved open
space, connecting from Washington Ave to regional trail
systems beyond.
Open Space and Recreation: As in all four scenarios,
the church property, South 93 parcel and creek corridor
comprise the largest continuous areas of conservation.
Walking trails, sidewalks and multi-use paths could be connected into a continuous pedestrian network linking each
neighborhood to the surrounding open spaces and inward
to a series of neighborhood parks and playgrounds. In all
scenarios, a multi-use trail along the railroad right-of-way
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Total Area

Commercial Floor
Area/Res. Units

Mixed Use
(Commercial FAR: 0.5)

4 Acres

87K SF/48 Units

Residential 8 Units/Acre

10 Acres

80 Units

Residential 24 Units/Acre

9 Acres

216 Units

Office/Maker Space
(Commercial FAR: 1. 0)

2 Acres

87K SF

Total Acres Open Space*

125 Acres

-

Total Developed Area*

25 Acres

174K SF/344Units

Use

* Totals are approximate and exclude area for transportation, creek surface,
and the community recreation center.
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3.2 Guiding Principles and Implementation Strategies
Through the charrette process, the consultant team worked with community members to identify principles that should
guide future development proposals for the TRCB site. Below are nine of these guiding principles, accompanied by
strategies for implementing them.

1. Meet State environmental and
health standards.
Strategies:
•

Remediate the site to meet standards as
determined by NYSDEC.

•

Provide remediation that supports property redevelopment.

2. Balance development with
significant conservation and public
recreation.
Strategies:
•

Focus redevelopment in previously-disturbed locations.

•

Incorporate steep slopes, floodplains,
wetlands and wildlife habitat into continuous areas of open space.

•

Provide for publically-accessible active
recreation and expansion of Van Pelt
Park.

•

Provide for greenway trail connections
along the Fishkill Creek and south to
Mount Beacon.
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3. Support the local economy and
tax base.
Strategies:
•

Provide for diverse uses, commercial
buildings and housing types that cater
to local businesses and support housing
needs.

•

Provide a compact, walkable village layout that reduces costs for construction,
maintenance and transportation.

•

Build well-designed, high-quality structures that can be adapted to changing
uses as needed in the future.

4. Provide diverse housing choices
for people at every stage of life.
Strategies:
•

Identify desirable housing types and architectural approaches.

•

Support higher-density housing types
such as apartments, cottages and townhouses, as well as mixed-use buildings
that combine commercial and residential
uses.

•

Provide a flexible mechanism that allows
the developer to react to changing market needs while ensuring a broad range
of housing types and affordability.
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5. Provide for infrastructure
improvements that meet the needs
of the project and improve off-site
conditions for Glenham residents.
Strategies:
•

Work with Town of Fishkill and Dutchess County to support planning for new
Washington Avenue Bridge.

•

Work with City of Beacon and Town of
Fishkill to explore scenarios for water
supply and wastewater treatment.

•

Support continued study of potential
road and intersection improvements.

•

Create a network of connected, complete streets that allow for all forms of
travel and reduce dependence on the
automobile.

6. Provide amenities that
enhance the quality of life for the
community.
Strategies:
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•

Provide a continuous pedestrian network,
made up of sidewalks, paths and trails.

•

Provide a continuous network of bike
lanes and multi-use paths, as well as bike
storage facilities.

•

Work with the Town to improve and expand Van Pelt Park and provide active
recreation facilities.

•

Provide for parks and squares within the
new village that incorporate existing natural assets and provide for community
gatherings.

•

Incorporate community gardens, playgrounds, pocket parks and other features
into each neighborhood.

7. Reinforce the historic character
of the Hamlet of Glenham and
create a strong Sense of Place.
Strategies:
•

Foster redevelopment that respects and
complements the scale and character of
the surrounding community.

•

Incorporate the natural and cultural landscape, shared views and public access to
open space into the design of the village.

•

Provide for both traditional and contemporary architecture that fits in with the
context of the existing Hamlet.

8. Follow a sustainable development
approach.
Strategies:
•

Incorporate energy efficiency and Green
Building strategies as defined by LEED for
Building Design and Neighborhood development

•

Incorporate Low Impact Design and
Green Infrastructure strategies into the
landscape.

•

Explore possibilities for alternative energy (solar and hydro), microgrid, battery
storage, district heating, net-zero homes,
etc.

•

Plan for resilience in the face of climate
change and other challenges.
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9. Support community life and
continued community involvement.
Strategies:
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•

Include potential programming for community events, festivals, farmers markets
in the design of streets and public spaces.

•

Work with the Hamlet, Town and school
system to plan for such community facilities as may be needed.

•

Continue community engagement in
shaping plans for Glenham Mills.

3.3 Community Benefits and Impacts
Community Benefits
Throughout the discussions with the community, the consultant team has used a template for development of a
scale that would support investment in facilities for the
benefit of the broader Beacon and Fishkill communities.
The consultant team expects the market to support a
community oriented mixed-use development and is confident that a population of development companies exist
that would find the project an attractive proposition and
would be willing to invest in acquiring and improving the
property. Developers will recognize the value of public improvements and the community and elected officials may
want to consider strategies to include support for public
amenities as part of the new development.

Private Investment
Ultimately, this is about balancing the needs of the local
community and the developer’s objectives, and to align
the community size with the capacity of the physical infrastructure that serves it. Elsewhere, jurisdictions have established legislation which ties the scale of development
to the capacity of community infrastructure to support
new populations and the increase in demand that comes
with new populations. This is a particularly effective way
of guiding development growth because it treats public
infrastructure capacity as a cap. Another approach employed by communities recognizes the link between public infrastructure and growth in a de facto manner, with
public improvements necessary to support the project
identified by communities, quantified by public agencies,
obligated of the developer, and memorialized in a Developer Memorandum of Understanding.
The improvements can take the form of improvements to
roads and intersections, and the provision of public open
space. Some jurisdictions go so far as to request additional
equipment for life safety services including police and fire
department support. It is not uncommon for jurisdictions
to exact direct investment in additional educational and
community facilities such as libraries, schools, and community centers as a mechanism to ensure the impact of
development is mitigated. This provides benefits to both
the community and the developer as it represents an investment in amenities which support a higher value project. The consultant team asserts that the project is of a
scale that can support these types of investments, with

the community advocating for these commitments, and
that the kind of developers that this opportunity will attract will be familiar with and ready to negotiate with the
jurisdiction and community about these expectations.

Public Investment
Successful development projects have proven the benefit
of coupling private investment with public funding mechanisms to deliver outcomes that would not be achievable
through independent approaches. The scale of development, coupled with its potential significance to the local
economy marks the Glenham Mills redevelopment opportunity as an excellent candidate for a variety of State,
regional, and local benefit programs. The scale of community interests is equivalently large. Public infrastructure for
potable water, sewer, power generation and distribution,
pedestrian and traffic improvements are pressing needs,
and at the same time are large capital programs beyond
the scale of the local community’s ability to underwrite.
There are a variety of mechanisms which seem appropriate applications to address community needs. Some of
which may be new to the Beacon and Fishkill communities,
but all of which have proven applications in other jurisdictions. For instance, direct investment of NYS funding for
transportation related improvements. Specifically, the replacement of Washington Avenue Bridge, which has been
identified in the capital budget as in need of replacement
and should be recognized as a mechanism for community
development. Additionally, funding for improvements to
the Metro North Rail Trail become more certain with the
proposition that it supports community economic development. Tax Increment Financing (TIF) is a mechanism to
leverage the value of future tax proceeds of a project to
secure a bond (a publicly backed loan) for upfront funding for improvements serving a common good. Depending on the boundaries of the TIF district, this mechanism
would allow the community to leverage the development
value to secure broader community benefits including expansion of sewer capacity or public water. Typically, this
requires an act by the taxing authority at the State level,
but because of the scale of the project, this program could
have a variety of applications benefiting the community,
supporting its application. County and local economic
development funding can be utilized to support specific
community agendas in a manner which reflects community interest. The charrette report identifies a need for live
work studios for artists, small entrepreneurial business
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tenants, outdoor and tourism supported businesses, and
community arts programs. In many jurisdictions, grant
programs, tax abatement and public funding exist to support such community supporting initiatives. Citizens and
local economic development leadership should prepare a
package of incentives to attract and support business, particularly early in the project. Securing this support is a process that will involve community, elected representatives,
public agencies and the developer. The consultant team
recommends exploring these avenues as a developer is on
board and the proposed project is further developed.

Public Accountability
All benefits described above can be secured for the community if avenues of communication remain open and
there are good faith negotiations on the part of all participants. Collectively, Chevron, its consultant team and members of the community, have benefited from the CAP and
Working Groups willing participation in the design charrette and the ongoing dialogue by sharing their opinions
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about community interests and expectations. Through the
course of the public meetings, members of the community have expressed skepticism about local government’s
commitment to serving the community interests, and
have shared a basic expectation that the jurisdiction will
roll over in the face of development interest. All participants would agree there is an undercurrent of distrust
about the process for approving plans for the sites reuse.
In the consultant team’s experience, this distrust occurs
in locations where there is no set mechanism to hold developers and elected officials accountable. A vacuum of
commitment could get in the way of finding the right approach to balancing the needs to the local community and
objectives of the developer and, as a result, could prove
to be disastrous for the Beacon and Fishkill communities.
Chevron and its consultants have proceeded over the past
year to guide a discussion about community interest and
the development solutions to support them. The guiding
principles and implementation strategies identified in the
report can provide an effective tool for the community to
ensure this accountability.

Conclusions and Next Steps
This section summarizes key findings, offers other considerations and put forward next steps. The charrette
process has provided the community with information about the region, site and market conditions and a better
understanding of the site constraints and opportunities.
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Key Findings
For the past few years, Chevron and the community have
been working together to create a framework for the future
redevelopment of Glenham Mills, the former TRCB. The
product of this work is summarized in the Charrette Report,
a resource for the community, future developers and local
government to support dialogue, debate benefits, establish
limits, and promote accountability amongst the stakeholders that will shape future redevelopment of the site. The
report assembles all available information about the site,
outlines guiding principles for responsible development and
provides alternative scenarios for future use of the currently zoned industrial site. The charrette process has delivered
a set of principles to guide future development, and a set
of expectations that an interested developer will need to
consider, and has energized and mobilized the community
to stay involved in planning efforts moving forward.
Based on an extensive analysis of the regional and site
context, real estate market and prototypical development
program, the site has the potential to be redeveloped. In
addition to economic growth and housing, protection of
open space, especially on the southside of the creek, and
improvement of circulation with redesigned road system
and new bridge over the creek are important to the community. The outcome of the design charrette process supports
a development scenario focused on the site as a mixed-use
village. Participants agreed that it makes sense to arrange
a mix of uses along Old Glenham Road, connect the new
development to the Hamlet center, align new development
with the existing road pattern, locate higher building on
lower lying land to prevent obstruction of views of the creek
and woods, position a new bridge to enter in the middle
of the former campus, and minimize development on the
former church parcel. The impact of future redevelopment
of the site on the existing community, specifically on the
infrastructure (sewer, water), traffic, schools and the environment will need to be studied further once a site-specific
development plan is being proposed.
The outcomes of the design charrette and subsequent exploration of the various development scenarios have informed the guiding principles for future redevelopment:
address environmental conditions in order to return the
site back to reuse, protect substantial areas of the site for
dedicated conservation and public use, expend the economic base for the Fishkill and surrounding communities
by introducing a new village center, enable a wide array
of public infrastructure improvements with impact reaching beyond the footprint of the site, propose a development strategy that respects and compliments the scale

and character of the surrounding community and harness
existing site resources into a comprehensive sustainable
development approach.
Future redevelopment will probably be of a scale that
would support investment in facilities for the benefit of
the broader Beacon and Fishkill communities. Potential
public benefits are remediation of environmentally impaired land, publicly accessible open space, public amenities, housing, jobs, and generation of tax revenue to fund
public improvements. Ultimately, this is about balancing
the needs of the local community and the developer’s
objectives, and to align the scale of development with
the capacity of the physical infrastructure that serves it.
Elsewhere, jurisdictions have established legislation which
makes allowable development dependent on the capacity of infrastructure as a way of managing development
growth. The consultant team recommends exploring these
avenues once a developer is on board and the proposed
project is further developed. Chevron and its consultants
have proceeded over the past year to guide a discussion
about community interest and the development solutions
to support them. The guiding principles and implementation strategies identified in the report can provide an effective tool for the community to ensure this accountability.

Other Considerations
Future development will have an impact on infrastructure,
including but not limited to water and sewer, traffic, schools
and the environment. These and other impacts of proposed
development will need to be analyzed and documented by
the developer. Any development proposal submitted for
public review and approval will need to show what the impact would be and how negative impacts will be mitigated.
To establish the impact of future development on the local
school system, the Beacon City School District recommends
that the standard to calculate the cost to educate a student
is based on the entire cost of the school budget and is not
just limited to the instructional costs. In a letter to the Fishkill Town Board, included in the call out box on the next
page, the District further explains its position.

Next Steps
Moving forward, the process to determine future site uses
will include participation by Chevron, Town of Fishkill officials, regulatory agencies, any potential buyer(s) and the
public.
Chevron: Chevron will make the charrette report available
to the community through the project website. Moving
Conclusions and Next Steps
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VIA FIRST CLASS MAIL
Supervisor Robert LaColla and Town Board members
Town of Fishkill
Re: Beacon City School District
Dear Supervisor LaColla and Town Board members:
I am taking this opportunity to write to you and the Town Board on
behalf of the Beacon City School District (“District”) Board of Education (“Board”) to begin a conversation and collaboration on a topic
that we share a common interest in - the education of our children.
Providing ample education space, staffing teachers, quality education programs and a healthy and safe learning environment for
the students of the District is essential to maintaining successful
schools and continuing Beacon’s tradition of excellence in education.
In addition, the Beacon City School Board is keenly aware of the delicate balance necessary to provide quality education to school-age
children residing in the District while addressing fiscal obligations
to residents in consideration of the constraints imposed by the
current tax cap structure; and the even more recent change in the
federal tax codes concnering the opportunity to deduct NYS real
property tax.

Furthermore, the financial and physical capabilities of the District
to educate its students can be adversely impacted by the sudden and
unanticipated increases in student enrollment from the growth in
residential housing.
In order to proactively plan for such deviations, the Beacon City
School District has engaged a consulting firm to prepare a district-wide demographic and enrollment study for the purpose of
projecting student enrollment and the corresponding impact on the
District’s infrastructure and staffing for the next ten years.
In undertaking this endeavor, it is crucial that the District partner
with the municipalities whose residents are served by the District
to both open a dialogue and gather crucial information needed to
prepare accurate estimates of future student enrollment to project
future planning decisions. Some of that crucial information is found
in projects before the planning board seeking approvals for new
multi-unit or single family residences that may create a surge in the
District student population.
It is the District’s experience that when projecting the fiscal impact
of these residential projects, including the number of school age
students that a project may generate, developers do not always
use the appropriate residential multipliers when calculating the
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projected number of school age children or the appropriate costs to
educate a student.
The Board is requesting your assistance to ensure that the impacts
of these residential projects on both the school district student
population and funding are correctly calculated.
As the District has discovered, when applied correctly, the Rutgers
University model of residential multipliers is the industry standard
relied upon by the Dutchess County Planning Department and other
municipal planning boards to calculate the number of school age
children generated from a project. In order to correctly use the Rutgers Study, requires using the correct project parameters the type
of housing, the number of bedrooms, and either the value for the
housing (owned) or the dollar amount of the housing that is rental.
Further, if a community chooses to deviate from the Rutgers Study
multiplier, the appropriate alternate methodology is for independent
authors to engage in the same kind of data collection and analysis
undertaken by the authors of the Rutgers Study, but specific for the
demographics of the particular region in question, in this case, the
Beacon City School District.
In addition, the Board believes that the standard to calculate the
cost to educate a student must be the entire cost of the school
budget and is not just limited to the instructional costs. Not only
is this the standard followed by the Board, but the NYS Education
Department and Dutchess County BOCES both define the total cost to
educate a student as the number arrived at after dividing the entire
school district’s budget appropriation by the number of students.
Certainly, the District is always available to assist in this endeavor
and provide the most current statistical information on the student
population and financial information to developers, the planning
board, or Town officials.
Members of the Board are available to meet with you and individuals
you believe are appropriate to discuss how we can collectively and
effectively plan to address the growing educational needs of our
children in a financially fiscal and successful learning environment.
You can contact me directly at (845) 838-6900 X 2100 in order to
schedule this meeting.
Thank you for your kind attention to this matter.
Very truly yours,
Dr. Matthew Landahl
Superintendent of Schools
cc: Anthony White, Board of Education President

forward, Chevron will continue to engage with the community, perform environmental investigation and remediation, and investigate capacity of the well on site and sewer
capacity on site. Chevron is early in the process in preparing
the site for possible redevelopment. Chevron will use the
Charrette Report as a starting point with future developers
to share with them site information and input provided by
the community. Regardless of what potential redevelopment opportunities may or may not exist, Chevron is committed to performing the environmental investigations and
remediation necessary to protect human health and the
environment, under oversight by the NYSDEC and NYSDOH.
Chevron is currently conducting human health and ecological risk assessments and expect to submit these reports to
NYSDEC and NYSDOH later this year. Future environmental
work will be determined based on the results of these assessments and future use of the site.
Fishkill Community: To ensure community-based planning, it is critical the Fishkill community stay involved.
Chevron hopes that the community takes the information gathered by the consultant team, and all the lessons
learned from the charrette to continue to advocate for
the community’s goals balancing the needs of the community and future development. To take advantage of
the opportunity to include public amenities and facilities
and generate community benefits, the community needs

to consider the adoption of a framework to guide future
development. The guiding principles and implementation
strategies outlined in the charrette report could help the
community to express desired outcomes and establish
parameters for new development. Lastly, the community
may want to consider establishing a road map for ongoing
community-based planning efforts.
Future Developer: A future developer will have to propose a site-specific development plan for the site.
The future developer will have to establish the impact of
the proposed development on the community. During the
design charrette process participants have raised questions
about the impact on infrastructure, traffic, schools and the
environment. These and other possible impacts will need to
be studied and presented as part of the proposed development plan. Real estate development projects for any future
development must be economically viable for the potential
buyer. Specific issues such as site density and type of land
use will be realized by future buyer(s), Town of Fishkill officials, regulatory agencies and the public. Developers are
required to obtain not only local approvals but also state
approvals through the State Environmental Quality Review
Act (SEQRA) that will include but are not limited to traffic
studies, utilities capacity and environmental impacts related to a proposed development.

Conclusions and Next Steps
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Appendices
The information included in the appendices offer further detail and insights.
This information is not a direct outcome of the design charrette, but the
consultant team considers this useful information for the community moving
forward, as they consider future development on the site.
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Appendix A: Detailed Charrette Results
This section includes photos of annotated maps, density exercise outcomes, and physical models produced by participants in the workshops and meetings comprising the Glenham Mills public participation process.

Listening Workshop: This group emphasized regional and site-scale open space, traffic, mixed-use development on the north parcel, and envisioned a new
vehicular bridge near the old pedestrian bridge.
Appendix A | Detailed Charrette Results

A1

Listening Workshop: This group saw development as an opportunity to improve the aesthetics of the current site, but cautioned that development needs to
be seen as a long term investment in the community, and that infrastructure including traffic capacity could be an issue.
A2
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Listening Workshop: This group identified opportunities for small local businesses, and protection of important trees and wooded areas.
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Listening Workshop: This group identified the site’s proximity to regional open space networks as an asset, and also highlighted intersections and traffic
corridors which may face increased congestion.

Student Visioning Exercise: After an introductory presentation about the site and the project, students in Beacon High School’s Participation in Government
class were led through an exercise to identify physical development constraints such as wetlands and steep slopes. Each group of 8-10 students then
discussed design ideas for the site, placing stickers with program elements or drawing with markers on their map. At the end of the exercise, each group
presented their vision for the site to the rest of the room. A common theme was the opportunity to create dedicated spaces for teenagers to spend time and
recreate. This included ideas for parks, community centers, retail and entertainmrent, and especially indoor and outdoor sports facilities.
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Land Use & Density Exercise Night: The site map was overlaid with a quarter-acre grid. At the beginning of the workshop, the site was covered with yellow
squares representing development of 4-unit per acre “prototypical density” detached homes, as well as blue squares representing low density retail. This was
set up as a starting point to help participants see the site like a developer might. Participants could trade in these lower density squares for the same number
of higher density residential, commercial, or mixed-use units, represented by smaller squares taking up less space on the map. As the exercise progressed,
participants could see how density allowed large parts of the site to be kept as open space, while still achieving the same development yield. Participants
tended to arrange higher density development towards the northern parts of the site, preserving the wooded southern area.
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Land Use & Density Exercise Night: This group concentrated higher density development along Old Glenham Rd and in the interior of the former Texaco
campus, with the highest density at the lowest elevations along Fishkill Creek. Some higher density housing arrangements followed the contours and road
alignment within the southern parcel.

Land Use & Density Exercise Night: This group concentrated higher density in the former Texaco campus, forming outdoor spaces between buildings. They
included a limited amount on the southern parcel.
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Land Use & Density Exercise Night: This group concentrated higher density development in the interior of the former Texaco campus, with commercial and
mixed use along Old Glenham Rd and residential along the eastern edge and along Fishkill Creek. They also concentrated residential and mixed use density
along the northern and western edges of the southern parcel.
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Visioning/Model Workshop: In the final day of the
September charrette, and in the October public meeting, groups of participants were given color coded
building blocks representing different land uses and
building sizes (yellow = residential; blue = office; red
= retail; purple = light industrial), as well as stickers
labeled with open space types and program elements.
Each participant group was given either a “low”, “medium”, or “high” quantity of these blocks, representing different potentially viable development yields.
Participants could then arrange these buildings into
designs for the site. As a continuation of the density exercise workshop, participants tended to cluster
higher density mixed-use buildings on the former
Texaco campus, forming courtyards and open spaces
between buildings, while conserving most or all of the
southern parcel as open space. Many groups only utilized the basemap of the northern parcels, designating
the southern parcel as open space.
The model shown on this page was made by a group
in September, who wanted to concentrate higher
density buildings on the Texaco campus, and along
Fishkill Creek, bisected by a new road and new
bridge to Washington Ave (not shown). Open spaces include the preserved Church parcel, and a Town
common around the Sargent weeping hemlock tree.
This group extended some lower density residential
units along the access road in the south parcel, as
well as some small businesses which could cater
to hikers accessing the neighboring mountains and
trails from here.
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Visioning/Model Workshop: This model was created by a group in September, who didn’t use all of the building pieces given to them, emphasizing their
concern about whether the surrounding infrastructure in Fishkill and Beacon could handle a significant increase in population and traffic. They did see
development as an opportunity to improve the site and offer a limited amount of beneficial services, retail, and housing to the neighborhood. This group
concentrated development on previously disturbed parts of the former Texaco campus, and along Fishkill Creek, with a range of open space types including
urban plazas, a riverwalk, and trails through the more rugged terrain of the forested church parcel. The group’s idea for a new Washington Ave bridge is
shown in green marker (near the current bridge), and they avoided putting residential buildings along the new bridge road, because of anticipated traffic.

Visioning/Model Workshop: This group in October wanted to preserve the church parcel and the 93 acre southern parcel, by concentrating high density
buildings on the former Texaco campus. Ideas for new buildings and land uses included maker spaces and artist workshops, residential buildings in scale
with the surrounding Hamlet near the Hamlet center, and residential above commercial uses within the interior of the site, terracing down toward Fishkill
Creek. This group was given residential blocks representing about 300 units, and expressed their uncertainty as to whether the surrounding infrastructure
could handle that many new residents. The group also discussed possible new locations for the Washington Ave bridge, but did not show this in their model.
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Visioning/Model Workshop: This model was created in October by a group who were very uncomfortable with developing the site at all, expressing their
concerns about traffic, taxes, and infrastructure impacts in a dialogue with some of the consultants. One group member finally spread the collection of model
pieces evenly across the map in the configuration shown here, to visualize the hypothetical extent of development; but they opted not to engage in design.

Visioning/Model Workshop: This model was created by a group in October who concentrated new buildings along the edges of Old Glenham Rd and Fishkill
Creek, creating open spaces in the middle. Other ideas included a boathouse in the floodplain, and creating safe walking routes to school from the site. This
group was open to the possibility of low-density housing on the Church parcel, while preserving the southern parcel.
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Visioning/Model Workshop: This model was created by a group in October who had the Town of Pittsford NY’s Erie Canal walks in mind, as an example for
this potential development’s relationship to Fishkill Creek. Ideas for development were contained within the former Texaco campus, and included art studios
and shops with apartments above, open spaces between groups of buildings, utilization of views, a bed and breakfast, places to cater to teenagers, and a
senior center and preschool compound.
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Appendix B: Urban Design Principles
The four redevelopment scenarios help to test the overall
layout of various uses on the site, but they provide limited information about design quality. The following urban
design principles were illustrated in order to further explore the potential design of streets, parks, paths and all
the various building types, and to test how they relate to
each other and to the landscape. As described on the following pages, what results is a preliminary kit of parts for
different elements of the project, which can be mixed and
matched according to which scenario is finally selected.
While we don’t yet know the precise mix of uses, feasible
number of new homes or extent of commercial development that can be supported, we can start to define the
design approaches that will ensure an attractive, liveable
and sustainable new community. Whether the final plan
follows scenario one, two, three, four, or some alternative
plan, these design principles can help create a framework
for future development
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Village Center
The village center is organized around a traditional Main Street,
with wide sidewalks lined with shade trees, enclosed by continuous walls of buildings. Mixed use structures have shops, services
and restaurants on the ground floor, with office and apartments
on upper stories. At the center is the town green.

Mixed-use buildings line the
main street, with parking
lots behind the building or, as
shown, in enclosed parking
structures.
A park helps to protect some
of the significant existing
trees on the site, including the
historic Sargent Hemlock. It
also provides a buffer between
the village center and adjacent
single-family homes.
The Town Green provides a
place for community events or
simple relaxation. The sloping
site would lend itself to an informal amphitheater for outdoor performances.
A hotel could serve as a key
landmark and center of activity
at the end of the Town Green.
Continuous sidewalks and
tree-shaded side streets invite
strolling.

An outdoor plaza and stairs
connect the hotel with the original mill, and serve as the hinge
for an open space network that
continues along the creek and
across the creek to the South 93
and beyond.
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New structures create a
strong edge and gateway on
Old Glenham Road, welcoming
visitors into an attractive Main
Street.

Diverse Residential Uses Fit Varied Lifestyles
The village can feature a variety of different housing types, organized into neighborhood clusters. They are united by a consistent streetscape treatment and a network of
parks, trails and other amenities.
Many houses look directly out
over parks or open space, including the existing grove at
the top of the hill, with views
out over the valley.

Single-family homes help the project blend into
the existing neighborhood along Old Glenham
Road. Parking garages are kept in the rear
with access on an alley.

Where an alley doesn’t make
sense, shared driveways and
rear garages and keep the
street frontage from becoming
cluttered with parked cars and
blank walls.
A street lined with townhouses can be just as attractive as
a single family neighborhood,
especially if all the parking is
out back off of an alley. Small
private garden spaces can be
tucked between the units and
the garages.
Single-family homes and townhouses share a quiet lane on the
site of the original church, with
plenty of privacy behind the
homes that face the protected
church property open space.
The flat plateau at the top of
the bluff provides an ideal spot
for apartments overlooking the
Fishkill Creek. Parking can be
placed under the buildings to
save space, with additional parking around the loop road.
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South Village and Recreational Amenities
A smaller development cluster on the South 93 is based on many of the same principles: buldings close to the road with parking behind, shady streets with wide sidewalks,
and diverse housing choices.

Single family and townhouse
lots provide a friendly face to
Washington Avenue, with parking access from a rear alley.
Structures could be set into the
slope to take up the change in
grade.
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The main entrance follows
the original road into the site.
Apartments create a strong
edge on Washington Avenue,
with tree-lined sidewalks
connecting to the rest of the
neighborhood. Parking is kept
behind or below buildings.
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New mixed use buildings occupy a key site overlooking the
creek near the site of the original railroad station. Set into the
slope, they can have parking
underneath and behind, with a
landscaped streetscape along
Washington Avenue.

A community building and/or
recreation center could provide
a gathering place for the neighborhood and jumping off spot for
hikers heading to Mount Beacon.
A shop and cafe could serve both
residents and visitors.

Public Recreational Amenities
In addition to parks and trails within the village center and residential neighborhoods,
there are extraordinary opportunities for the adjacent open space, including ball fields,
access to the creek, and miles of trails.

Preserving the floodplain of
the creek as open space makes
sense, especially with the increased intensity of storms
predicted in the future. It also
creates an opportunity for a
continuous greenway that can
provide for both ecological restoration and recreation.
The new bridge would allow the
current bridge to be converted
for pedestrian and bike access
only. Vehicular access can be
maintained with a driveway
down to Van Pelt park and its
boat launch.

Several small ball fields can be
accommodated on the site of
the former tank farm. A small
parking lot provides for ball
field users and can act as a trail
head for hikers and bikers using
the potential rail trail.
Construction of a new multi-use trail parallel to the existing rail road line could connect
the village directly to downtown
Beacon and the commuter rail
station.
Additional visitor/trail head parking could be established along the current entrance to the South
93 parcel. This could also serve as parking for the
adjacent softball diamond.

Renovation of the original softball diamond would
provide a multiuse facility for neighborhood residents and the town at large. This could incorporate
adjacent hills and trails for winter sledding and
cross-country skiing.
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Cross-Section Demonstrating How Buildings, Streets and Parks Shown in the Redevelopment Scenarios Fit Into the Sloping Site.

A
Section A (see key to location, below) shows the sloping “Towm Green,” creating possibilities for a amphitheater and outdoor stage.

B
Section B illustrates a series of outdoor terraces and steps leading down from the hotel to the level of the Old Mill
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Fishkill Creek

Old Glenham Rd

A
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Rail Road

Fishkill Creek

Section C illustrates a natural treatment of the South creek bank and a potential multi-use trail next to the existing rail bed.

D

D

C

Washington Ave

ton Ave

Rail Road

Section D shows the new mixed use buildings along Washington Ave, with an apartment set into the slope behind. Parking could be on the basement level.
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Appendix C: Roadway Typologies - Street
Design Standards
The purpose and intent of the Street Design Standards is to
provide guidance for creating an accessible, interconnected network of streets that accommodate all ages, abilities,
and modes of transportation, including walking, cycling,
driving, and public transit. Integration of the street design
components described below will transform the Glenham
Mills streets into memorable, enjoyable places, not just
conduits for moving a single mode of transportation.
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Regional

Route 84
Route 9
Route 9D
Route 52 Fishkill Avenue
Old Glenham Road
Washington Avenue
Connector
Local
Circulator
Alley

Local

General Standards: The location of proposed new or improved street corridors are identified in the Street Atlas
(insert atlas or reference image). New north-south and
east-west street corridors are proposed to better distribute traffic and reduce congestion; provide additional
mobility choices and options; and, improve connectivity
between existing and proposed residential areas, retail,the
riverfront, and open space. The precise alignment of new
streets may be adjusted at the time of site plan approval;
however, the intended purpose and network connectivity
of each new street shall not be compromised. Proposed
improvements to existing streets shall be coordinated with
the Town of Fishkill.
Typical street sections illustrating the key characteristics of
each proposed new or improved street are provided in in
this section.. The conditions illustrated in the typical sections may be interrupted for intersections, transit stations,
bump-outs, or other traffic calming devices.
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Street Hierarchy: For each parcel that has multiple street
frontages (e.g., corner lots), the applicable Build-To Zones
and Setbacks will be determined by the hierarchy of the
adjacent streets. Front Build-To Zones and/or Setbacks
shall apply local corridors.
Regional corridors are multi-modal streets that provide
connectivity to the surrounding region via bus, the MTA
Railroad, the interstate highway system (I-84), and the
state highway system (Routes 9 and 9D). Local corridors
provide critical connectivity within the Town of Fishkill and
the Hamlet of Glenham.
Curb Cuts / Curb Radius: Several walkability benefits can
be gained by decreasing the radius of curbs at intersections. These benefits include the following: decreased
crossing distances for pedestrians, greater visibility of pedestrians by motorists, and traffic calming. The curb radius
at intersections on principal and minor arterials shall be

25-feet. The curb radius at intersections on connector, circulator, local, and alley roads shall be 15-feet.
Sight Triangle Requirements: Intersection design shall
facilitate eye contact between street users, ensuring that
motorists, bicyclists, pedestrians, and transit vehicles intuitively read intersections as shared spaces.
The most recent version of the American Association of
State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Geometric Design of Highways and Streets guidance shall be
used to determine approach and departure sight trian-

gles. Streetscape objects within a sight triangle that would
obstruct a driver’s view shall be modified in order to provide a clear sight triangle. Trees may remain within sight
triangles if all limbs at a height of five feet or less above the
elevation of the adjacent roadway are removed. Lighting
and landscaping within sight triangles at a height of 2.5
feet or less above the elevation of the adjacent roadway
may remain.
In addition to sight triangle requirements, the visibility of
pedestrians and bicyclists can be improved by lowering
target speed, installing bump-outs, prohibiting parking

Driver’s cone of vision at different speeds: 45 mph (top left), 35 mph (top right), 30 mph (bottom left), and 20 mph (bottom right).
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within 20-25 feet of the intersection corner, improving
street lighting, providing raised crosswalks/intersections,
and locating stop bars well in advance of a crosswalk.

Existing road right-of-way west of the TRCB Main Campus on Old Glenham
Road.

These sight triangle requirements shall be addressed in
addition to any New York State minimum sight distance
requirements.

traveling at lower speeds, drivers have a wider cone of
vision, allowing the driver to better see and react to pedestrians, bicyclists, or parking maneuvers. Slower motor
vehicle speeds also allow motorists to “see” attractions
beyond the curb and enable pedestrian traffic to increase
as the environment becomes more walkable. The design
speed on major streets (Old Glenham Road and Washington Avenue) shall not exceed 30 miles per hour. The design
speed on minor streets (Main Street, connector, circulator,
the bridge, and local streets) shall not exceed 20 miles per
hour. The design speed on alleys shall not exceed 15 miles
per hour.

Other recommendations from NACTO:
●
Sight line standards for intersections should be determined using target speeds, rather than 85th-percentile
design speeds. This prevents wide setbacks and designs
that increase speeds and endanger pedestrians.
●
Fixed objects, such as trees, buildings, signs, and
street furniture, deemed to inhibit the visibility of a given intersection and create safety concerns, should not be
removed without the prior consideration of alternative
safety mitigation measures, including a reduction in traffic
speeds, an increase in visibility through curb extensions or
geometric design, or the addition of supplementary warning signs.
Target Speed: To achieve a safe, vibrant street network,
managing motor vehicle speed through design is critical.
Speed management achieves two primary goals: 1) reduction of crash probability and severity, especially with
pedestrians; and, 2) increased economic benefits. When
C4
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Driver’s cone of vision at different speeds: 45 mph (top
left), 35 mph (top right), 30 mph (bottom left), and 20 mph
(bottom right).
Intersection Design/Size: While intersection design shall
accommodate larger vehicles, the safety of pedestrians
and bicyclists shall be the highest priority.
●
Intersecting streets shall meet at approximately a
90-degree angle. Angles of intersection less than 60 degrees shall be avoided. Offset intersections in close proximity to one another shall be avoided;

●
The use of auxiliary turn lanes at intersections for
traffic movement shall be carefully weighed against the
impact to pedestrian and cyclist movement at the intersection, and the use of such lanes shall not be determined
by traffic analysis alone;
●
Pedestrian and bike crossing infrastructure shall
be provided across all intersection approaches, including
high visibility crosswalks, sidewalk ramps, and detectable
warnings;
●
Traffic signals shall be timed primarily for the convenience and safety of pedestrians and bicyclists; and,
●
To the extent possible, pedestrian exposure to vehicles and crossing distances shall be reduced through the
use of refuge islands, bump outs, and pedestrian signals.

conditions and managing stormwater runoff. The objectives of stormwater management are to reduce adverse
water quality impacts to receiving waters and enhance
community character in support of compact development. Stormwater management through green infrastructure should aim to achieve the following goals:
•
Manage rainfall as close to where it falls as possible; replicate the natural hydrology (water quality and
water quantity) using natural, decentralized stormwater
management practices.
•
Prioritize and enable compact development in
support of preserving natural and open spaces.
•
Celebrate stormwater as an integral part of the
built environment.

Alleys: Where space allows, alleys shall provide access to
parking and services at the back of lots. One shared travel lane (a minimum of 12-feet wide) shall provide access
for motor vehicles and bicyclists. Sidewalks (a minimum
of 6-feet wide) shall be provided on at least one side of
the travel lane to accommodate pedestrians. Where alleys
intersect a street, a driveway apron shall be used, allowing
the sidewalk on the intersecting street to continue uninterrupted at a fixed elevation.

•
Establish watershed sensitive planning and design
criteria at the neighborhood scale of the development to
support shared flood control solutions.

First/Last Mile Safe Routes to Transit: Improvements
that enable current and future transit riders to safely and
easily access transit services from home, work, and other
destinations shall be implemented. These improvements
include the following:

Landscape Elements: Repetition of landscape elements
can provide unity within the district by providing common
aesthetic conditions to the canopy structure and ground
plane. In addition to improving the appearance of the
streetscape, properly selected and placed trees, shrubs,
and groundcovers can provide shade for pedestrians,
mitigate urban heat island effects, buffer bicyclists and
pedestrians from automobile traffic, and help manage
stormwater runoff. The landscape palette shall achieve the
following criteria to the fullest extent possible: seasonal
interest, structural diversity, species diversity, well-adapted to local conditions, and resilient to future changes. In
particular, the use of native plants, which convey a sense
of place and are well-suited to local conditions, is strongly
encouraged.

●
Continuous pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure
between key destinations and public transit stations;
●
Diverse mobility options that improve access to
transit, such as active transportation, bike/car share, and
bike/car rentals;
●
Amenities that encourage the use of available mobility options, such as bus shelters, secure bike parking,
and bike storage on public transit; and,
●
Comprehensive transit access information, such
as integrated fare pay systems, wayfinding, shuttle service,
and real time information via apps.
Stormwater Management and Green Infrastructure: The
integration of green infrastructure into the streetscape
serves the dual purpose of improving a street’s aesthetic

•
Encourage incorporation of Low Impact Development (LID) Best Management Practices (BMPs) at the
block, street, and site scales of the development that are
appropriate for the given land use context and site conditions.

Street Furnishings: Repetition of standard site furnishings will unify the aesthetic experience of all of the streets
within the Glenham Mills. Establishing a limited and cohesive site furnishings palette comprised of benches, trash
receptacles, lighting, and bike racks is recommended.
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MAIN STREET
ROW

78 feet (minimum)

Pavement Width

36 to 48 feet

Target Speed

20 mph

Vehicular Travel Lane

2 - 10 foot wide travel lanes

Bicycle Facilities

6 foot wide bike lanes on each side of the street between the travel and parking lane or
6 foot wide separated bike lanes on each side of the street at sidewalk level

Pedestrian Facilities

15 foot wide sidewalks with outdoor dining amenities on each side of the street

On-Street Parking

8 foot wide parking lanes on each side of the street, measured to face-of-curb

Median

None

Bump-Outs
Planter Type

Dispersed intermittently in on-street parking lane to provide additional planting space
and snow storage
6 foot wide intermittent bioswales or large planters on each side of the street buffering
pedestrians from motor vehicles

Street Trees

Low canopy street trees

Green Infrastructure

Bioswales
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TOWN GREEN
ROW

108 feet (minimum)

Pavement Width

48 feet

Target Speed

20 mph

Vehicular Travel Lane

2 - 10 foot wide travel lanes

Bicycle Facilities

6 foot wide bike lanes on each side of the street

Pedestrian Facilities

15 foot wide sidewalks with outdoor dining amenities on each side of the street

On-Street Parking

8 foot wide parking lanes on each side of the street, measured to face-of-curb

Median

30 foot wide median programmed as park space / Town Green

Bump-Outs
Planter Type

Dispersed intermittently in on-street parking lane to provide additional planting space
and snow storage
6 foot wide intermittent bioswales or large planters on each side of the street buffering
pedestrians from motor vehicles

Street Trees

Large shade trees in the median and low canopy trees along the sidewalk

Green Infrastructure

Bioswales and Town Green
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CIRCULATOR / ONE-WAY STREET
ROW

31 feet (minimum)

Pavement Width

19 feet

Target Speed

20 mph

Vehicular Travel Lane

1 - 12 foot wide shared travel lane

Bicycle Facilities

1 - 12 foot wide shared travel lane

Pedestrian Facilities

6 to 10 foot wide sidewalks on each side of the street

On-Street Parking

7 foot wide parking lane on one side of the street, measured to face-of-curb

Median

None

Bump-Outs

Replaces parking lane at intersections to shorten crossing distance and slow traffic

Planter Type

Planters on each side of the street buffering pedestrians from motor vehicles

Street Trees

Low canopy street trees

Green Infrastructure

Permeable pavers in parking lane
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ALLEY
ROW

24 feet (minimum)

Pavement Width

12 feet

Target Speed

15 mph

Vehicular Travel Lane

1 - 12 foot wide shared travel lane

Bicycle Facilities

1 - 12 foot wide shared travel lane

Pedestrian Facilities

6 to 10 foot wide sidewalks on each side of the street

On-Street Parking

None

Median

None

Bump-Outs

None

Planter Type

Planters on one or both sides of the street

Street Trees

Low canopy street trees

Green Infrastructure

Permeable paving in vehicle travel lane
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BRIDGE - Scenario 1
ROW

54 feet (minimum)

Pavement Width

34 feet

Target Speed

30 mph

Vehicular Travel Lane

2 - 11 foot wide travel lanes

Bicycle Facilities

6 foot wide bike lanes on each side of the street

Pedestrian Facilities

10 foot wide sidewalks on each side of the street

On-Street Parking

None

Median

None

Bump-Outs

None

Planter Type

Planters on each side of the street buffering pedestrians from motor vehicles

Street Trees

None

Green Infrastructure

None
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BRIDGE - Scenario 2
ROW

52 feet (minimum)

Pavement Width

22 feet

Target Speed

30 mph

Vehicular Travel Lane

2 - 11 foot wide travel lanes

Bicycle Facilities

15 foot wide multi-use path on each side of the street

Pedestrian Facilities

15 foot wide multi-use path on each side of the street

On-Street Parking

None

Median

None

Bump-Outs

None

Planter Type

Planters on each side of the street buffering pedestrians and cyclists from motor
vehicles

Street Trees

None

Green Infrastructure

None
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Continuous Network Of Sidewalks And Trails
As stated is the street design standards, the purpose of
complete streets is to create an accessible, interconnected network of streets that accommodate all ages, abilities, and modes of transportation, including walking,
cycling, driving, and public transit. Implementation of the
street design standards will transform the Glenham Mills
streets into memorable, enjoyable places, not just conduits for moving a single mode of transportation.
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In designing the proposed development, there are several
opportunities to go beyond the street and develop a network of off-road trails that enhance connectivity within
and to Glenham Mills, connect future residents to open
space and park lands, and provide multimodal alternatives for regional travel. To the south, there is a well-developed trail system in the Hudson Highlands State Park
Preserve. Establishing a new trailhead and trail systems
on the Glenham Mills property would improve access to
the existing Hudson Highlands trail network. To the west,
the City of Beacon has developed
the Fishkill Creek Greenway and
Heritage Trail. The Glenham
Mills Development could
easily connect to both

the Greenway by installing a pedestrian bridge above the
Beacon Rail Line on existing stone abutments. Integrating
the Greenway trail into the development would provide
access and views to the Creek, an important public and
ecological asset.
Additionally, the existing MTA Beacon Rail Line is not active at this time. Reactivating this rail line would provide
a major transportation connection to White Plains and
Beacon stations. The reactivated line could also be paired
with a greenway system (i.e., rail with trail) to serve cyclists and pedestrians for recreational and commuting
purposes. If there is no desire to reactivate the rail line,
a shared-use path should be developed in its place (i.e.,
rail trail) to enhance multimodal transportation options
in the area.
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Appendix D: Groundwater Monitoring
Well Locations
There have been numerous environmental investigation
and remediation projects completed to date at the former TRCB facility, dating back to the mid-1980s. Over
140 groundwater monitoring wells were installed and
sampled, including wells installed in the shallow overburden aquifer layer and the deeper fractured bedrock aquifer. This section includes a map of these groundwater
monitoring well locations.
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